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A I LAS rORPORATION, 
IN THE SUPREME COURT FOR THE 
STATE OF UTAH 
Plaintiff - Respondent, 
vs. 
NATIONAL GROWTH CORPORATION, 
~ a_1.' 
Defendants, and 
THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK and 
THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS, 
Defendants - Appellants. 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
No. 19239 
This appeal seeks a determination that a net profits 
lnterest owned by defendants-appellants continues to exist and to 
burden certain mining claims located in San Juan County, Utah. 
PROCEEDINGS AND DISPOSITION BELOW 
The action below was a quiet title action brought by 
At las Corporation ("Atlas") to determine the interests of various 
parties in certain mining claims (the "Claims"). The Clovis 
Nauonal Bank and The Citizens Bank of Clovis (the "Clovis 
Banks") own a fractional share of a net profits interest (the 
'Ne\ Profits Interest") that was created and reserved when the 
1. <01n1:, were conveyed to Atlas' predecessor-in-interest in 1957. 
r·,,. February 7, 1983, the district court granted Atlas' motion for 
sun~ary Judgment and subsequently entered findings, conclusions, 
- 1-
and judgment decreeing that the Net Profits Interest had ceased 
to exist in 1961. This appeal reguires review of that summan 
judgment. 
NATURE OF RELIEF RE~~IED OJ! APPEAL 
The Clovis Banks reguest this Court to reverse the 
summary judgment and remand this case to the district court with 
directions to enter judgment on the Clovis Banks' cross-motion 
for summary judgment, ruling that the controlling instruments 
unambiguously provide that the Net Profits Interest continues to 
exist. Alternatively, the Court should rule that genuine issues 
of fact remain and remand for further discovery and trial. 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This case presents a story that has been repeated 
countless times in the development of mineral resources: A 
prospector stakes claims, discovers ore, and then conveys the 
claims to a larger operator possessing more adeguate resources 
for developing and mining the claims. Because the value of the 
claims is necessarily uncertain, the prospector does not receive 
just a lump sum payment; rather, he retains a right to a percen-
tage of the proceeds of the claims. The legal conseguences of 
1 on the basis of its ruling that the Clovis Banks have no 
interest in the Claims, the district court also dismissed the 
Clovis Banks' cross-claims against certain other defendants; and 
in the event that the summary judgment is reversed, such 
cross-claims should be reinstated. 
-2-
' , 1>e of transaction are well-established. Absent some 
->nc11l or act terminating the retained interest, the interest 
1 ; >'"rpetual and the owner of the interest is entitled to a 
percentage of proceeds from the claims whenever such proceeds may 
be received. 
The present case follows this pattern closely. The 
claim owners, including the Clovis Banks' predecessor-in-
1nterest, acquired the claims when the claims were thought to be 
of little or no value. Operating on a limited budget, they 
proceeded to discover a substantial ore body. They then took the 
claims to an established company, Atlas' predecessor-in-interest, 
to have the claims developed. An agreement was struck in which 
the owners agreed to contribute the claims to the venture and the 
established company agreed to contribute the resources necessary 
tu develop the claims. As compensation for their contribution, 
the owners reserved the right to retain 40% of the net proceeds 
from production from the claims and the company was granted the 
right to receive the remaining 60%. The parties carefully 
defined the owner's net profits interest and reserved it from the 
claims when legal title to the claims was transferred to the 
larger company prior to the commencement of mining operations. 
Mining of the claims was subsequently initiated but the 
>JWTt~r s received no return on their reserved 40% interest. The 
ict1m~ then lay idle for several years before being conveyed to 
At las At this point, the present case begins to diverge from 
-3-
the traditional pattern. First, the claims turned out to conta 11 , 
the richest ore body on the Colorado Plateau. This mine has now 
prJ;>duced over 3,500,00 pounds of uranium concentrate from ore 
averaging 0.41% uranium oxide per ton and ultimately may yield as 
much as 6,000,000 pounds of concentrate. Atlas has, to date, 
received approximately $150,000,000 for this concentrate. 2 
Second, contrary to normal industry practice, the original claim 
owners and their successors, who contributed the claims to the 
project and who were to receive 40% of the profits from the 
claims, were not paid one additional penny for their interest. 
Moreover, under the district court's ruling, the original owners 
and their successors will not be entitled to any compensation out 
of further profits from the mine. 
There is no indication that the parties intended the 
retained net profits interest to be less than a perpetual inter-
est in land or to have characteristics different from those 
normally attributed to such an interest in the industry. Indeed, 
the instruments creating the interest set forth in tedious detail 
2riscal 1982 was the most profitable year in Atlas' history. 
This record performance was attributed by Atlas to the Company's 
Mineral Division, the main business of which is selling uranium 
oxide and vanadium pentoxide produced from the Velvet Mine. In 
that year, the company repaid its long-term bank debt of 
$28 233 000 its net worth increased 61/o, the return on share-
holders: eg~ity was 60% and the company's working capital in-
creased 33%. See Atlas Corp. 1982 Annual Report 1, 2 (June 30. 
1982) . 
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.... lusive, perpetual nature. Moreover, there is no policy in 
1.1w prohibiting the creation of a perpetual net profits 
.. ,, er est in the mining context. Nevertheless, the district court 
•uled that a net profits interest is radically different from a 
royalty or mineral interest notwithstanding the fact that its 
decision would cut off the original claim owners--who were 
initially responsible for development of the claims--and their 
successors from any share of the profits from the mine. The 
court then concluded that, although the validity of the interest 
had remained undisputed for over 25 years and through 2 1/2 years 
of the present trial, the interest had actually terminated in 
1961, only four years after its creation. 
The court's ruling was detailed and lengthy and in-
cluded numerous factual determinations. As a result, a review 
of ~hat ruling requires a detailed rehearsal of the history of 
tne net profits interest and the facts of the case. 
FACTS 
1. Reservation of the Net Profits Interest (1957). 
In early 1957, Hez Abernathy, Lee Merrill, and Bud 
'1ersfelder (the "Interest Owners") owned 38 unpatented mining 
claims known as the Velvet and Royal Flush claims. On April 18, 
1 957, these three owners entered into an Agreement (the 
-5-
"Agreement"). 
3 
with Kerr-McGee Industries, Inc. ("Kerr McGe~" 
and Mercury Uranium and Oil Company ("Mercury"). In the 
Agreement, the Interest Owners and Kerr-McGee and Mercury set out 
in detail their respective ownership interests in the Claims. 
The parties agreed that legal title to the Claims would be 
transferred to Kerr-McGee and Mercury subject to the reservation 
of the Net Profits Interest to the Interest Owners. On the same 
day, the parties also executed an Operating Agreement, see A-2 
(which, taken with the Agreement are collectively called the 
"Agreements") that set forth the various rights and obligations 
of the parties and governed generally the working relationship of 
the various interests defined in the Agreement. 
In accordance with these Agreements, the Interest 
Owners conveyed the Claims to Kerr-McGee and Mercury by a deed 
dated June 7, 1957 (the "Deed"). See A-3. Because of the 
complexity and length of the accounting procedure used to cal-
cu late the interests created in the Agreement, the Interest 
Owners' reserved rights were not set out in detail in the Deed. 
3For the Court's convenience, the Clovis Banks have included an 
Appendix containing the most pertinent or frequently cited 
documents from the record. The Agreement is designated as A-1 
Documents contained in the Appendix are cited as their Appendix 
number, ~·, A-1 at 3. Otherwise, citations refer to pages in 
the Clerk's Record, ~·, Transcript of Hearing at .117, R. 235 4 
For brevity, citations are in most instances not given for facts 
which are not in dispute. 
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their rights were incorporated into and reserved from the 
,,_, 1 1,y making the Deed on its face expressly "subject to the 
,enns, covenants and conditions contained in that certain Agree-
ment dated the 18th day of April, 1957, by and between the 
parties hereto," A- 3 at 2. In this way, the rights of the 
Lnterest Owners were incorporated into the Deed and were afforded 
the protections of the Utah recording statutes when the Deed was 
subsequently recorded. 
Two different provisions of the Agreements are critical 
for purposes of this appeal. The first provision is found in the 
sections in each Agreement which provide, as the Operating 
Agreement states in the opening recitals, that "said Interest 
Owners have reserved unto themselves an undivided net profits 
interest in and to the net profits from all ores mined, 
saved, removed and sold from said claims A-2 at 1. The 
second important provision is contained in Section 1 of the 
Operating Agreement. This Section defines the duration of the 
Agreements and the Net Profits Interest: "[T]his Agreement shall 
be in full force and effect so long as any of the mining claims 
are in force and effect." A-2 at 2. 
2. The Bardon Shaft Operation (1957-1961). 
Kerr-McGee commenced exploration of the Claims and, 
't tPr discovering a commercial ore deposit, began a mining 
rperat ion, The mine, known as the Bardon Shaft, was operated 
-7-
until 1960. During this period, Kerr-McGee acgu1red the intcre'i 
that had been conveyed to Mercury. 
In late 1960, Kerr-McGee announced its intention to 
abandon the Bardon Shaft. Pursuant to the reguirements of 
Section V of the Operating Agreement, providing for "Abandonment 
of Mines," see A-2 at 5-6, Kerr-McGee notified each of the 
Interest Owners of the proposed abandonment, describing in metes 
and bounds the specific property to be abandoned--which property 
amounted to only 7.4 acres, an extremely small portion of the 
almost 700 acres covered by the Claims--and offered the Interest 
Owners the option of purchasing the Bardon Shaft property. See 
Letter from Kerr-McGee to Interest Owners (Dec. 19, 1960), 
R. 1606-07. One of the Interest Owners, Bud Mersfelder, ex-
pressed interest, but declined to buy the property after being 
informed of Kerr-McGee's proposed $50, 000 purchase price. See 
Letter from Kerr-McGee to P. G. Mersfelder (Jan. 3, 1961), 
R. 1451. 
3. The Yucca Litigation (1961-1968). 
After abandoning the Bardon Shaft, Kerr-McGee intended 
to conduct further exploration and mining. See Letter from R. T. 
Zitting, Kerr-McGee's Mineral Exploration Manager, to Wm. Dean 
McDougald (May 9, 1962), R. 1882. There was, in fact, good 
reason to expect 
Claims. Before 
Mersfelder, who 
that additional ore would be found on the 
1960, Kerr-McGee's drillers. including Bud 
was one of the Interest Owners, had already 
. 8. 
1 I• d into a part of the ore body which Atlas has subsequently 
,j See Deposition of William McDougald at 75(4)·77(10), 
11Jq2J) -117(19), R. 447-49, 488-89. The evidence further 
suggests that both the existence of proven ore reserves and "the 
potential for discovery of a major sized ore body" to the south-
east of the Bardon Mine were evident at that time. 4 
Kerr-McGee's planned operations were stalled by the 
commencement of litigation seeking an accounting of the proceeds 
from the Bardon Shaft operation. 5 Thus, in mid-1962, Kerr-
McGee stated: 
Our present plans for the Velvet Group are to 
do some additional exploration drilling as 
soon as the [accounting) difficulties can be 
resolved. . \o/e have such a project 
approved by management with only the reserva-
tion that we must straighten out our account-
ing problems before undertaking the work. 
4
The existence of such proven and potential ore is expressly 
recognized in a 1968 report prepared by Climax Corporation, a 
prospective buyer of the Claims. Letter and Outline of Property 
Examination, R. 2124-27. Because the report was not produced by 
Atlas until after summary judgment had been granted, the Clovis 
Banks had no opportunity to discover the circumstances sur-
rounding the preparation of the report. However, there is no 
indication that Climax itself ever performed any exploration on 
the Claims. Thus, it is probable that the information reflected 
on the report was obtained by Climax from Kerr-McGee or was 
•.ommon knowledge to those familiar with the history of the 
r1aims, Moreover, because there is no evidence of any explora-
tion between 1961 and 1968, the Climax report evidently reflects 
fans known from the earlier exploration. 
\uc:'c_aM1_f1.1,_Tl_g and_ Petroleum Co. v. Kerr-McGee Oil Indus., Inc., 
Liv No. 1939 (Seventh Judicial Dist., San Juan Co., Utah). 
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Letter from R. T. Zitting, Kerr-McGee's Mineral Exploration 
Manager, to Wm. Dean HcDougald (Hay 9, 1982), R. 1882. The !uccJ 
li.tigation continued, however, until 1968. 
4. The Velvet Hine (1978). 
During and following the Yucca litigation, the faces 
changed: The Clovis Banks acquired Hez Abernathy's portion of the 
Net Profits Interest in 1967, see Deed of Mining Claims, R. 1352, 
while ownership of the Claims passed to Foote Mineral Company in 
1970 and to Atlas in 1977. Atlas resumed exploration and, as has 
been previously predicted, a major ore body was discovered to the 
southeast of the Bardon Hine. See Affidavit of Carl Dixon, R. 
1453-55. 
Production of ore from At las' mine, known as the Velvet 
Mine, began in 1978. The Velvet Hine has proven to be the 
richest source of high grade uranium ore in the entire Colorado 
Plateau region. 
5. The Present Litigation; the Continui_!lg_ Valid_l!_y_of 
the Net Profits Interest is Conceded ~1979-1~ 
After acquiring the Claims, Atlas obtained a title 
opinion from the Denver law firm of Davis, Graham and Stubbs, 
Atlas' counsel in this case. Title Opinion, R. 1859-64. 
Following a lengthy and careful analysis, that opinion concluded 
that "a forty percent net profits interest (or, possibly a 40 
percent carried working interest) in the Subject Claims ~rr:_~ntl_; 
exists and would be applicable to any future production from 
- 10-
I J ims " Id. at 25, R. 1864 (emphasis supplied). Thus, 
:q las filed this lawsuit asking for a determination of the 
·1~hts of numerous claimants, Atlas did not contend that the Net 
Prnfits Interest had terminated or expired. On the contrary, 
<rJas repeatedly conceded that the Net Profits Interest continued 
tu exist and to burden the Claims. 6 
In fact, the continuing validity of the Agreements and 
the Net Profits Interest was universally conceded. Kerr-McGee, 
the original operator of the Claims and a party to this lawsuit, 
was unequivocal in asserting the continued existence of the 
Operating Agreement. Kerr-McGee Corp. Memorandum at 4, R. 963. 
See pp. 62-63, infra. The district court similarly assumed that 
the Agreements were still effective. For instance, when the 
Clovis Banks and others sought to enforce a provision of the 
Operating Agreement requiring monthly reports by the operator, 
6
Atlas' Reply to Clovis Banks' counterclaim stated, for 
instance: "ATLAS admits that the Subject Claims are subject to 
t_he _ __L,_Oio Net Profits Interest." Reply of Atlas at 2 'Ill, R. 102 
lempha-sl.-s added). The Reply further stated: "ATLAS admits that 
it is the operator of the Subject Claims under the April 18 
Op~rating Agreement. ."Id. at 3 '116, R. 103. Indeed, even 
atter the litigation had been in progress for two-and-a-half 
~·ears. and substantial discovery had been completed, Atlas 
reiterated its position in a pre-trial statement: "ATLAS admits 
'l1a1 the SUBJECT CLAIMS are subject to a net profits interest 
Jc f111ed in paragraph I. 6. DD above as the 40% NET PROFITS 
11'lfRtoT. . . " Statement of Plaintiff Atlas Corp. at 33 '1139, R. 
~~S Atlas' other admissions of the existence of the Net Profits 
lnterest are numerous, and it would be redundant to list them. 
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the court's ruling assumed the continuing effectiveness of th.it 
agreement and expressly described At las as the operator under 
su-ch agreement. Decision of the Court at 1-2, R. 971-72. 
6. Atlas Reverses Its Positi~~tember 1982 -
Present). ------
In a subsequent pretrial statement, Atlas reversed its 
position
7 
and contended that the Agreements and the Net Profits 
Interest had been terminated or abandoned while Kerr-McGee still 
owned the Claims. Statement of Plaintiff Atlas Corp. at 8-9, R. 
1238-39. 8 Although the district court had earlier issued 
rulings based upon the unqualified assumption that the Operating 
Agreement was still in force, at a hearing held less than two 
months before the scheduled trial date, the court indicated a 
desire to rethink its position, 9 and invited Atlas to make a 
7
Even after reversing its positions vis-a-vis the Clovis Banks. 
Atlas continued to refer, without apparent qualification, to the 
Net Profits Interest as an existing interest in dealing with 
other parties. Stipulation and Joint Motion of Atlas and 
Mersfelders at 1-3, R. 1260-62. 
8
This dramatic reversal was not based on any facts learned 
through discovery; indeed, although all of the Interest Owners, 
as well as a number of other persons involved in the earlier 
transactions had been deposed, those persons were not directly 
asked whether they had intended or understood the Net Profits 
Interest to continue after completion of the Bardon Shaft 
operation. Like the parties to this action. those persons seemed 
to assume without question that the Net Profits Interest was 
still in existence. 
9 rn the course of a lengthy hearing on December 14, 1982 at 
which complicated questions were raised involving revenue 
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• ... r•resenting the issue. Transcript of December 14, 1982 
'''·''""i'> at 118-19, R. 2355-56. 
Atlas accepted this invitation and, in January 1983, 
moved for summary judgment. In response, the Clovis Banks asked 
the court to rule that the Net Profits Interest was still in 
effect. At the same time, deposit ions of all the original 
Interest Owners and of other persons intimately involved in the 
early transactions were scheduledlO to explore more directly 
computation methods, deduction of various claimed charges, 
calculation of the parties' respective fractional shares in the 
Net Profits Interest, and discovery matters, the court indicated 
that it was "trying to resolve in my own mind as to whether or 
not [the Agreements and the June 7, 1957 deed] would create an 
interest that ran with the land. Because if it did, boy--It's 
created all these problems if it did." Transcript of December 
14, 1982 Hearing at 117, R. 2354. Further observing that "if I 
were to say that it did not, then I'm--the balance of our lawsuit 
is probably over and you guys can get on up to the Supreme Court 
and see whether I'm right or not." Id. at 118, R. 2355. 
lOThe importance of these further depositions cannot be over-
emphasized. Although the district court purported to glean the 
"intent" of the parties to the agreements from their act ions, see 
Transcript of February 8, 1983 Hearing at 27, R. 2394, it ignored 
such direct statements of intent as that provided by Richard T. 
Zit ting, one of the key players in al 1 of the transact ions 
involving the Claims: 
I do not believe, and to the best of my know-
ledge the other parties to the 1957 agreements 
did not believe, that the 40% Net Profits 
Interest was intended to apply only to the ore 
body that was mined through the Bardon Shaft. 
I did not have any intent or understanding dur-
ing the 1957 negotiations or thereafter that 
the 40% Net Profits Interest would be limited 
to one ore body or that it would terminate fol-
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their understanding of the continuing nature of the interest 
See Stipulation and Joint Motion, R. 1739; Notices of 
Depositions, R. 1751, 1757a, 1764. However, the district court 
granted summary judgment before those depositions could be taken. 
7. Basis of the District Court's Ruling. 
The district court construed the Agreements and the 
Deed as creating a net profits interest that was binding on 
Kerr-McGee and its successors so long as the Agreements them-
selves remained in effect.
11 
However, the court concluded that 
the parties had intended the Agreements to create a "profit 
lowing closing of the Bardon Shaft. 
Affidavit of Richard T. Zitting at 2, R. 1773. 
Affidavit is set out at pages 61 and 62, infra. 
The entire 
11Perhaps the clearest expression of this reasoning was given 
in Conclusion 45, in which the court rejected the Clovis Banks' 
understanding of the language of Section VIII of the Operating 
Agreement providing that "[a] 11 sales made by either Kermac or 
Mercury or their successors in interest shall be subject to the 
terms, covenants, and conditions of the Agreement. " The 
court explained: 
The Court concludes that the only logical and 
meaningful way to read Section VIII of the OPERATING 
AGREEMENT is that all of its terms, conditions and 
covenants would bind KERR-McGEE or MERCURY or their 
respective successors, but only so long as mining 
operations were on-going and only so long as the 
OPERATING AGREEMENT remains in effect. When the 
purpose of the OPERATING AGREEMENT was served, it 
terminated. Section VIII terminated as well, and the 
SUBJECT CLAIMS were not burdened. 
Findings and Conclusions '145, R. 2105-06 (emphasis in original). 
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, .. ,. arrangement" limited to a "specific mining venture." 
'' "t;' and Conclusions ~41, R. 2100. Although it offered no 
J.of, •11 t lon of the term "specific mining venture," the court ruled 
that the "'mining venture" had ended upon completion of the Bardon 
Shaft operation, that the Agreements had therefore terminated at 
that time, and that the Net Profits Interest had similarly 
terminated. 
ARGUMENT 
The district court initially ruled that the net profits 
interest terminated for two reasons. First, the court determined 
that the intent of the parties was to limit the interest reserved 
to the claim owners to a share of ore produced in the initial 
mining venture" undertaken by the parties. Transcript of 
February 8, 1983 Hearing at 27-32, R. 2394-99. Secondly, the 
court ruled--apparently without particular emphasis--that the 
interest reserved by the claim owners was not a royalty, working 
or other real property interest or a covenant binding upon 
successors of the original developers. Id. at 33-36, R. 2400-03. 
The court later adopted more detailed findings and con-
clusions, 12 the response to which necessitates this lengthy 
12
The district court adopted nearly verbatim the findings and 
rnnc lusions submitted by Atlas. These included some 36 "findings 
,·,f fact" and 11 "conclusions of law" covering 28 typewritten 
l'ages The all inclusive nature of these findings and conclu-
;1ons is exemplified by the fact that at least one of the find-
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brief. Because of the complicated nature of the court's rul 1111 , 
and the complicated response made necessary by that ruling. the 
Clovis Banks would like to introduce their arguments by briefly 
SuDllllarizing them. First, in Part I of the Argument, the Clovis 
Banks will show that the court's interpretation of the agreements 
is clearly inconsistent with the plain language of the key 
instruments in these transactions. Second, in Parts II and II of 
the Argument, the Clovis Banks will show that the reserved Net 
Profits Interest is an estate in land or, at the least, a cove-
nant binding upon all successors to the claims who take with 
notice. Finally, in Part IV of the Argument, it will be shown 
that the district court erroneously granted summary judgment by 
selectively reviewing extrinsic evidence and wholly overlooking 
evidence directly supporting the Clovis Banks' interpretation of 
the transaction. In addition, the court failed to view the 
evidence in a manner most favorable to the Clovis Banks as 
required in the summary judgment context. 
The Clovis Banks contend that the judgment must be 
reversed for two reasons. First, the Agreements were not 
ings, ~-, finding 31, that limits application of the agreements 
to one ore body, was later refuted by At las. t:;_o.!!'£_aT_e Findings 
and Conclusions ~31, R. 2095, with Atlas' Response to O.?jections 
at 7, R. 1945 where Atlas denies having propounded a one ore 
body theory". 
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to terminate upon completion of any "single mining 
Rather, the Agreements unambiguously provide that they 
st.all remain in full force so long as any of the Claims continue 
to exist. Moreover, the parties to the Agreements have unani-
mously indicated that they did not understand the Agreements or 
the Net Profits Interest to terminate upon completion of the 
Bardon Shaft operation or at any time thereafter. Second, the 
Net Profits Interest was reserved to the Interest Owners and 
their successors, and the conveyance to Kerr-McGee, through whom 
Atlas' title derives, was expressly made subject to that reser-
vat ion. Atlas acquired the Claims subject to interests and 
encumbrances of record, specifically including the Net Profits 
Interest and is therefore bound by the Interest. Either of these 
reasons should compel this Court to declare that the Agreements 
and the Net Profits Interest continue in force. 13 At the very 
least, the existence of many facts which contradict the district 
13 rt is undisputed that if the Net Profits Interest existed in 
1979, then Atlas acquired the Claims subject to that interest. 
At one point Atlas denied having actual or constructive knowledge 
of the Agreements and the Net Profits Interest at the time it 
acquired the Claims; however, Atlas has formally abandoned that 
ros1tion. Atlas' Responses to Clovis Banks' First Set of Inter-
tng'ltories, Response 9, R. 1733. The fact of such knowledge is 
rhnefore established, at least for purposes of this case. 
r,,"hngs and Conclusions ~45 n.3, R. 2107. In addition, Atlas 
apparently paid nothing for the Claims, and thus could in no 
event be considered a bona fide purchaser for value. 
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court's factual conclusions compel remanding the case for 
resolution of factual questions regarding the parties' intent. 
Finally, although the district court captioned a number 
of its conclusions as "Findings of Fact," this Court should reach 
its own conclusions regarding the meaning of the Agreements and 
the Deed, without giving deference to those of the district 
court. The district court's conclusions are not factual findings 
after trial, but are summary judgment rulings that should be 
reviewed by this Court under the strict standard of Rule 56. See 
9 C. Wright & A. Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure §2575 at 
698 (1971); see, ~·, Williams v. Borden Inc., 637 F.2d 731, 
739 (10th Cir. 1980). Moreover, because the interpretation of 
documents is a question of law, "this Court is as capable of 
determining the issue as the trial court and [is] not bound by 
its conclusions." Betenson v. Call Auto and Equipment Sales, 
Inc., 645 P. 2d 684, 686 (Utah 1982). See 0 'Hara v. Hall, 628 
P.2d 1289, 1290-91(Utah1981). 
I. THE AGREEMENTS AND THE NET PROFITS INTEREST DID NOT TERMI-
NATE UPON THE COMPLETION OF THE BARDON SHAFT OPERATION. 
A. The Agreements Unambiguously Provide that they will 
Remain in Force so Long as the Claims Exist and that 
the Net Profits Interest Applies to "All Ores" Mined 
from the Claims. 
The Agreements are careful and clear (to the point of 
redundancy) in defining their own duration, as well as the extent 
and duration of the Net Profits Interest. The very first section 
of the Operating Agreement provides: 
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A 0 at 2. 
1. Period of Agreement Concerning Operations. 
It is agreed by and between the parties 
hereto that this Agreement shall be in full 
force and effect so long as any of the mining 
claims hereinabove identified and described 
are in force and effect. 
Referring to this section, the district court correctly 
declared that "[t]he mining claims so identified are the SUBJECT 
CLAIMS, and they remain valid mining claims today." Findings and 
Conclusions ~42, R. 2101. Thus, logic compels the conclusion 
that the Operating Agreement, including Section III which des-
cribes the Net Profits Interest, is still in force. The district 
court's conclusion that the Agreements and the Net Profits 
Interest were intended to terminate upon completion of the first 
m1n1ng venture, even though the Claims remain in force, blatantly 
contradicts the express term in Section I. 
The duration of the interest is reinforced by the 
Agreements' clear and repeated descriptions of the scope of the 
Net Profits Interest itself. Section 6 of the Agreement not only 
is void of words that would limit the duration of the interest, 
but expressly provides that the interest applies to "the net 
rroflts from all ores mined, produced, and sold from said claims" 
•1thout limitation. A-1 at 5 (emphasis added). Thus, the 
1.,,.,1 inn of the Net Profits Interest is tied to the duration of 
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the Claims that it burdens. 14 Th 1 e anguage of the Agreerne1it, 
flatly contradicts the district court's conclusion that the N<i 
Pr~fits Interest was limited to d " ores mine in a specific mining 
venture." 
The continuing nature of the Agreements is further 
evidenced in Section VIII of the Operating Agreement. After 
providing for possible sales of the Claims and joint property, 
this section declares: 
A-2 at 9. 
All sales made by either Kermac or Mercury or 
their respective successors in interest, 
shall be subject to the terms, covenants and 
conditions of this Agreement, and such terms, 
covenants and conditions shall be deemed to 
be covenants running with the land and the 
mineral estate covered hereby and with such 
transfer and assignment thereof. 
In a similar vein, Section XVIII of the Operating 
Agreement provides that "[t]he terms and conditions of this 
Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto, their respective heirs, administrators, 
executors, successors, and assigns." Id. at 15. It is difficult 
to envision a plainer expression of the parties' intent that the 
14section III of the Operating Agreement contains an identical 
provision. See A-2 at 4. In addition, immediately after giving 
the precise description of all of the claims to be conveyed, the 
Operating Agreement recites the "said Interest Owners have 
reserved unto themselves an undivided Net Profits Interest as 
hereinafter set forth in and to the net profits from ~_ci_res 
mined, saved, removed and sold from said claims " A-2 at 1 
(emphasis added.) 
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•
0 .-111' were not limited to any short-term "specific mining 
.. 15 
,; u It 
Moreover, the parties provided for the possibility of 
,ermination under very specific circumstances, which have not 
bEen met. Section VI of the Operating Agreement spells out in 
detail a procedure for permitting expiration of the Claims. See 
A-2 at 6-7. When Section VI is read in conjunction with Section 
I, which states that the Agreement will remain effective so long 
as any of the Claims are in force, a mechanism for terminating 
the Agreements exists that logically precludes any implied method 
of termination. Read as a who le, the Agreements and the Deed 
overwhelmingly support the conclusion that their specific provi-
s1ons unambiguously declare: the Agreements and the Net Profits 
Interest were intended to remain in effect so long as any of the 
r!aims were in force. 
15 Almost as persuasive as these affirmative provisions is the 
onsp1 ruous absence, in both the Agreement and the Op.~rati:ig. 
·~·eernent, of any language limiting their duration to a specific 
"1-.n1ng venture." In view of the repeated provisions suggesting 
perpetual duration, it would have been imperative clearly to set 
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B. The District Court's Construction of t_h_e__Ag!eem~ 11 :, 
is Hanifesdy-In1pTausTS1e ~ 
1. There is no basis wh_il_t_soever for _limi,_t_!_n_g__the 
duration of the Agreement_~to a "single mini~ 
venture." 
The district court's finding that the Agreements and 
the Net Profits Interest were limited to a "single mining 
venture"--a term nowhere used in the Agreements--was purportedly 
based on Section III of the Operating Agreement. 16 Because of 
the importance attributed by the Court to Section III, it must be 
quoted in full: 
III. Commencement of Activities by Operator 
and Net Profits Interest. 
It is understood and agreed that Kermac, 
as Operator, at its sole cost and expense, 
with reasonable diligence will commence and 
diligently prosecute exploration and other 
activities and operations upon the lands 
covered by said claims sufficient in its 
opinion to adequately test the same for the 
presence of commercial ore deposits; pro-
vided, however, after Kermac shall have 
incurred in the performance of and in con-
nection with said exploration and activities 
and operations hereunder a sum equal to Fifty 
Thousand Dollars ($50,000), then all drill-
ing, exploration, development, mining 
forth any intended limitation or terminating condition. 
16The provisions of Section III are virtually identical to 
those contained in Sections 5 and 6 of the Agreement; and the 
court thus gave an identical construction to Sections 5 and 6 
This brief focuses on Section III simply because the court found 
that Section III expressed the limited duration of the Agreements 
"more directly" than Sections 5 and 6. Findings and Conclusions 
~31, R. 2095. 
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activities and operations hereunder and all 
activities and operations in connection 
therewith by Kermac as Operator shall be 
borne, shared and paid for by Kermac and 
Mercury in the proportion hereinabove set 
forth. In the event of the discovery of 
cotIUDercial ore Operator shall proceed to 
define and to develop the ore body indicated 
thereby and in the event the same shall be a 
commercial ore body in Operator's opinion 
sufficient to reasonably justify the mining 
thereof, Operator, upon the completion of 
defining and developing the ore body, with 
reasonable diligence shall commence prepara-
tions for mining and for sinking a shaft and 
with reasonable diligence will sink or cause 
to be sunk at a location to be determined by 
Operator a shaft, to a depth to mine said ore 
body, including the necessary equipment to 
sink and equip said shaft. It is understood 
and agreed that from and after the time when 
the initial shaft and/or mine shall have been 
equipped by Operator to provide a capability 
for mining and producing twenty-five (25) 
tons or more of ore per day all other costs 
and expense incurred for the exploration, 
drilling, development, mining operation and 
overhead of said mining claims shall be 
charged in accordance with the prov is ions 
hereof against the proceeds derived from 
production from said claims and shall be 
taken into account in determining net profits 
therefrom for the purpose of ascertaining 
Interest Owners' participation therein as 
hereinafter set forth. Operator shall be 
entitled to a sum equal to ten (10%) percent 
of all money expended and costs and expenses 
incurred after said date of capability for 
mining in connection with the mining and 
operation of the said mining claims in lieu 
of an overhead charge as provided and set 
forth in Exhibit "'A"', Accounting Procedure, 
attached hereto and made a part hereof for 
all purposes. 
It is further understood and agreed that 
after Kermac and Mercury shall have received 
out of the net profits from all ores mined, 
produced, saved and sold from said claims a 
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sum which shall be egual to 100',, of One 
Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($1)0 000) and 
150~0 of all costs and expenses incurred by 
Kermac and Mercury in connection 1.;ith the 
exploration, drilling, and development of 
said claims and the sinking and construction 
of said initial shaft, and reimbursement to 
Kermac and Mercury for all costs and expenses 
of eguipping and developing said mine after 
completion of said shaft and prior to said 
date when the capability for mining and 
producing 25 tons of ore per day shall have 
been established as aforesaid, then Kermac 
and Mercury and Interest Owners shall share 
the net profits from all ores mined, pro-
duced, saved and sold from said claims after 
reimbursement to Kermac and Mercury of all 
costs and expenses of exploration, drilling, 
development, mining operations and overhead 
of said claims as follows, to-wit: 
Interest Owners .. Forty (40) percent 
Kermac .Thirty (30) percent 
Mercury .Thirty (30) percent 
It is also understood and agreed that 
said Interest Owners' net profits interest is 
subject to an interest owned by Yucca Mining 
and Petroleum Co., Inc. of Albuguergue, New 
Mexico, and an interest owned by Uranic 
Mining Company, a Colorado corporation of 
Grand Junction, Colorado; and said Interest 
Owners shall pay to such Owners of such 
interest any and all payments on account 
thereof and hold Kermac and Mercury harmless 
from and indemnify said parties with respect 
thereto. 
A-2 at 3-4. 
Seizing upon the fact that, in setting forth the 
Operator's duties, the first portion of Section III refers 
several times in the singular to an "ore body" and describes in 
general terms a seguential operation involving the discovery and 
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.. of such an ore body," the district court reasoned that 
'J" rdtor's duty to explore and mine was limited to a single 
""u1g venture," and that upon completion of that "mining 
there would be no further duty to explore or mine. 
~1ndings and Conclusions •31, R. 2095. The court then inferred 
that this limitation on the Operator's duty must also have been 
u1tended to limit the applicability of the Net Profits Interest, 
although no such limitation was expressed and even though Section 
Jil explicitly extends the Net Profits Interest to "all ores 
produced from "said claims." Id. 
This construction violently distorts the plain meaning 
cf Section III. The purpose of references in Section III to an 
ore body," and to the operation for discovering and mining such 
ore body," is readily apparent; the Operator was given the right 
to recover 150 percent of certain costs incurred only on "the 
cn1tial shaft and/or mine" that produced 
accounting consequences therefore attached 
ore, and distinct 
to the first ore 
body." However, Section III does not even remotely suggest that 
the Agreements or the Net Profits Interest would apply to that 
ore body alone. On the contrary, the Section explicitly requires 
the Operator to explore for "commercial ore deposits" (in the 
plural); and it expressly provides, after allowing 150 percent 
recnvery of specified costs relative to the "initial" mine, for 
pc 1, e11t recovery of "other costs and expense incurred for the 
cx1>Ior::it_1on, drilling, development, mining, operation and 
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overhead of said mining claims." (in the plural) A 2 at 3-4 
(emphasis added). Had the Agreement been intended to apply onh 
t~·one ore body or mining venture, it would have been pointless 
to provide for subsequent exploration and mining or to refer to 
"the initial shaft and/or mine." Id. at 3. (emphasis added). 
Moreover, even assuming that the Operator's duty to 
explore and mine ended after completion of operations on the 
first venture or ore body, an Operator might nonetheless choose 
to undertake additional operations (as in fact happened); and in 
that event, the Net Profits Interest would apply to any addi-
tional production. Even the fragile basis upon which the court 
placed its finding limiting the Operator's duty to explore and 
mine, ~, the singular references to an ore body," is utterly 
lacking when the Agreements come to define the extent of the Net 
Profits Interest. As noted, Section III provides, without any 
hint of qualification or limitation, that the interest applies to 
"all ores mined ... from said claims." (in the plural). 17 
17 A-2 at 4 (emphasis added). That the parties intended no 
limitation on the Net Profits Interest is, if possible, even 
clearer in Sections 5 and 6 of the Agreement, where the 
provisions referring to an "ore body" .. and allowing 150 percent ~.f 
recovery of specified costs on the initial shaft and•or mine 
appear in an entirely different section from th~. provision 
creating a net profits interest applicable to the ~~of its from 
all ores mined, produced and sold f..!:_Olll_ ~_i9 __ c!ai_!!l_S. A-1 at '> 
(emphasis added.) It is thus manifesc that the references to an 
"ore body" and "initial shaft and/or mine" were part of a special 
cost recovery provision; they were not limitations on the 
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Finally, if the parties had intended to limit the 
," e:ments' duration to a "single mining venture," it is simply 
1 rKonceivable that they would have chosen to do so in such an 
obscure, backhanded way. The Agreements contain sections speci-
fically devoted to defining the "Period of Operations" and the 
procedures for effecting "Expiration of Claims." After making no 
mention of any 1 imitation in those sect ions, it is improbable 
that the parties would have buried a critical limitation in a 
cost-deduction portion of a section concerned with "Commencement 
of Activities." 
The court's analysis not only tortures the plain 
language of the Agreements, but collapses in its own internal 
inconsistencies. Because the only semblance of pretended support 
in the Agreements for the court's construction consists of the 
reference to an initial operation on an "ore body," to be logi-
cally consistent the court ought to have concluded that the 
"m1n1ng venture" was limited to operations on one ore body. Such 
a construction, however, defies credulity.
18 
The district 
~gn•ements or the Net Profits Interest. 
18
A "one ore body" limitation would raise countless obvious 
problems. What would happen, for instance, if the initial 
exploration revealed more than one ore body? Could the operator 
0•111ply choose to mine the smallest ore body first and thereby 
1 u~11;1ale the Agreements, thus preserving solely for itself all 
·it the profits on the more lucrative ore bodies? Suppose that 
more than one ore body were developed and mined simultaneously. 
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court therefore declined to adopt it, opting instead for a ther•r·. 
limiting the Agreements to a single "mining venture" \.lhich mqcl, 
or_ might not be limited to operations on one ore body. In 
maneuvering to avoid one implausible construction of the Agree· 
ments, however, the court severed any connection bet\.leen its 
conclusion and the language of the Agreements, which nowhere in 
their contents refer to a "mining venture", 
2. The district court's conclusion that the 
Agreements were terminated by the abandonment 
of a carefully-defined portion of property 
comprising a small fraction of the claims in 
the precise manner spelled out in the Operat-
ing Agreement is demonstrably incorrect. 
The court also appears to advance a separate ground for 
its ruling, asserting that "[u]nder Section V of the OPERATING 
AGREEMENT, KERR McGEE might elect to abandon a mine. Upon such 
abandonment, if the Non-Operator should decline to take over the 
operations, the OPERATING AGREEMENT \.lould terminate." Findings 
and Conclusions '1130, R. 2093. However, since the Agreements 
unmistakably contemplate the possibility of more than one mine-
-indeed, the very section referred to by the court is entitled 
"Abandonment of Mines" (in the plural)--this inference is 
Would the Net Profits Interest apply to ore from all deposits 
until one ore body was exhausted? Or would it apply to only one 
ore body? And if so, which one? These obvious possibilities 
demonstrate the utter implausibility of a construction based on 
the supposition the parties intended the Net Profits Interest to 
affect only one ore body. 
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·' e«t lv unsound. The court thus suggests a qualification: 
'·"' h abandonment [of a mine], the OPERATING AGREEMENT would 
"" 1•dte at the very least with respect to the operations 
aba1,doned, and, when the operations abandoned are the only 
nperations undertaken, the OPERATING AGREEMENT terminates in its 
entirety." Id. 
Nothing in Section V, or in the Agreements as a whole, 
even remotely supports such a construction. Section V provides 
for abandonment of specific mines but gives no hint that such 
action would terminate or affect any other right or obligation 
under the Agreements. Hore over, the district court's reading 
would place Section V in unalterable conflict with Section I, 
which clearly provides that the Agreement would remain effective 
so long as "~ of the mining claims" are in force. A-2 at 2 
!emphasis added). 
This theory would at best make the effect of abandon-
ment contingent on a chronological accident: If another opera-
tion had been commenced, then the Agreements would continue in 
force, but if (as in this case) other operations were planned but 
not actually commenced, the Agreements and the Net Profits 
Interest would terminate entirely. In practice, of course, the 
court's construction of Section V would give the operator power 
to cut off the interests of others simply by waiting to commence 
'" che1 operations until after an initial (and possibly insub-
't rlntial) operation had been abandoned. In the absence of clear 
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language in the Agreements so stating, such an improbable cun 
struction ought to be shunned. In fact, there is no languagc 
whatsoever in the Agreements supporting such a construction. 
3. The district court did not offer an even 
colorable explanation as to w_l:iy ~o wji-~ht 
should be given to -~he~~s_s provisions in 
the Agreements tha~l____t:_!!em to all ores so 
long as any of the Claims remain in effect. 
Although the district court's lengthy findings and 
conclusions are devoted in large part to an attempt to explain 
away provisions that expressly contradict the construction 
adopted by the court, that attempt is transparently futile. For 
instance, the court quotes Section I of the Operating Agreement, 
which provides that "this Agreement shall be in full force and 
effect so long as any of the mining claims . . are in force and 
effect," and then observes that all of the mining claims are 
still in effect. Findings and Conclusions '11 42, R. 2101. The 
Court quickly adds, in defiance of the obvious syllogism, that 
although the Claims are still in force "it does not follow 
that the OPERATING AGREEMENT is still in effect. " Id. Acknow-
ledging that the Agreements must be construed as a whole, the 
court reasoned that, "[t]he duration of [the Agreements] must be 
reasonably limited by their purpose." Id. However, the only 
language cited to show a supposed limiting purpose is the lan-
guage in Section III which refers to an initial operation on an 
"ore body." The court thus stands the principle favoring con-
struction of a document as a whole on its head. Adopting an 
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!.1'Js1ble reading of Section III (which in any event never 
•' s to define the duration of the Agreements), the court 
1;,., 0 1ses that reading to negate entirely the provision of 
Section 1 (the express purpose of which is to define the "Period 
of Agreement"). 
In summary, the district court's conclusion that the 
~greements were intended to terminate upon completion of a 
"single mining venture" is insupportable and directly contradicts 
the plain language of the Agreements. Moreover, the abandonment 
of a carefully-defined small fraction of the claims in no way 
supports an inference that such action would terminate or affect 
any other right or obligation under the Agreements. The Agree-
ments provide, without qualification, that they shall remain in 
full force so long as the Claims continue to exist. The con-
clus1ons of the district court must therefore be reversed to 
enforce the parties' intent in accordance with the plain language 
of the Agreements. 
1I. THE NET PROFITS INTEREST IS AN ESTATE IN LAND WHICH IS 
LEGALLY BINDING ON ATLAS. 
The Interest Owners, Kerr-McGee and Mercury took great 
pains to carefully define in the Agreements their respective 
interests in the Claims and to incorporate those interests into 
the Deed when legal title passed to Atlas' predecessors prior to 
.J~nenc1ng mining operations on the Claims. Indeed, the parties' 
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clearly stated their intent and understanding of the legal efft,, 
of their actions: 
[S)aid Interest Owners ~av~ _reserved unto 
themselves an u_ndivide_d _riet profits- interest 
as hereinafter set forth in an.jt0- the net-
profits from all ores mined, saved and 
removed and sold from said claims .. 
A-2 at 1 (emphasis supplied). As a result, the Net Profits 
Interest should survive today as would any other type of royalty, 
mineral or working interest in the Claims. 
Notwithstanding this plain language and the fact that 
the Agreements do not indicate that the parties intended the Net 
Profits Interest to have characteristics different from those 
normally attributed to it by the industry, the district court 
concluded that the interest was not binding upon Atlas because it 
was a mere "profit sharing" arrangement. 
The district court reached its conclusion on three 
grounds. First, the it concluded that the Net Profits Interest 
is radically different from a royalty or mineral interest and 
that such interests are "generally held ~ be contract rights, 
not mineral or royalty interests." Findings and Conclusions '1144, 
R. 2103 (emphasis supplied). Second, the court ruled that the 
parties failure to use the term "royalty" shows that they did not 
intend to create a perpetual interest. Id. R. 2103-04. Fin-
ally, the court held that the parties "did not intend to create 3 
mineral or royalty interest, and that by the use of the words 
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, •-· t to' they did not create such an interest." Id., R. 
The district court's conclusions are not supported by 
the Jaw, an analysis of the characteristics of the Net Profits 
Interest, or industry practice. 
A. The Phrase "Net Profits Interest" is a Term of Art 
and by its Characteristics Describes an Interest 
in Land Generally Recognized in the Mining In-
~-
The district court's conclusion that net profits 
interests "are generally held to be contract rights, not mineral 
or royalty interests" is insupportable. That conclusion fails 
under a careful analysis of the interest's characteristics, and 
directly conflicts with industry practice and overwhelming 
agreement among mining and oil and gas authorities, which 
um formly recognize the net profits interest as an estate in 
land. 
1. Net profits interests are recognized as 
estates in land by their characteristics; 
indeed, the phrase "net profits interest" has 
become a term of art. 
Net profits interests are relatively new in mineral 
conveyancing, and therefore, have received relatively little 
specific consideration in the case law, unlike older and more 
familiar mineral interests . 19 Nevertheless, net profits 
I ~1 
4pparently, the fact that a net profits interest is an 
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interests, in various forms, are established as a term of art 
the mining and oil and gas industry and are accepted as interest. 
in land because of their close affinity to other "ell 
w accept eu 
interests in land, such as working interests and royalty inter-
ests: 
Net Profits Interest 
A share of gross production from a 
property, measured by net profits from 
operation of the property. It is carved out 
of the working interest. 
2 H. Williams & C. Meyers, Manual of Oil and Gas Terms 457 (1982) 
(emphasis supplied). See, ~, Gushee, Drafting Practical 
Royalty Clauses for the Mining Lease, 21 Rocky Mtn. Min. L. Fdn. 
625, 634 - 640 (1974); Hecox, Drafting and Negotiating of Net 
Profits Agreements, Mining Agreements Institute II (1982) (Rocky 
Htn. Hin. L. Fdn.). 20 
interest in land is too obvious to result in much litigation. 
Some cases, however, have held that a net profits interest is 
enforceable against successors in interest. See, ~·, Carloc! 
v. National Co-operative Refinery Ass'n, 424 F.2d 148 (10th Cir 
1970) (holding a net profits interest enforceable against an 
assignee of oil and gas lease); Gre~ri_leaf v. S. A. C<i_rn~nmn~ 
Co., 150 Cal. App.2d 385, 309 P.2d 943 (1957) (holding that a net 
profits interest ran with the land to which it was appurtenant); 
Bellingham Securities Svndicate, Inc. v~_llingham Coal M1~~' 
Inc., 13 Wash. 2d 370, 125 P.2d 668 (1942) (assuming the 
enforceability of a net profits royalty in a coal lease). 
20 rndeed, treatises on the subject simply assume without 
question that net profits interests are interests in land as dTe 
working interests and royalty interests. See. e,g., 3 Ih_e 
AmericanLawofHining§l5.17 (RockyMtn. Min. L. Fdn. ed. 1982) 
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A net profits interest is sometimes used as a term of 
describe the closely related "carried working interest," 
-iltl< h is undeniably an estate in land: 
Carried Interest 
Professor Masterson further noted the 
close kinship between carried interests and 
net profits interests. Either type may be 
employed where one co-owner is to advance the 
entire costs of drilling. The major differ-
ence between the two interests is that it is 
customary for a carried interest relationship 
to cease when all costs as to the carried 
interest are paid .... 
2 H. Williams & C. Meyers, Manual of Oil and Gas Terms 84 (1982) 
(emphasis supplied). In other cases, "net profits interest" is 
used to describe an interest with both "royalty-like" and "work-
mg interest-like" characteristics: 
Net Profits Interest. A net profits 
interest, is for Federal tax purposes, an 
interest in minerals in place that is defined 
as a share of gross production measured by 
the net profits from operation of the pro-
perty. Like the overriding royalty, a net 
profits interest is created out of the 
working interest and has a similar duration. 
Unlike the overriding royalty, the income 
accruing to the net profits interest is 
reduced by specified development and operat-
ing costs, but the interest bears such 
expenses only to the extent of its share of 
the income, and is not required to pay out, 
advance, or become liable for such costs, as 
is the working interest. 
<rlev~lupment provisions should be inserted in agreements where a 
net profits interest is reserved). 
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Burke & Bowhay, Income Taxation of Natural Resources ~2. Oh 
(Prentice-Hall 1982) (emphasis supplied) (citations omitted)_:'l 
Finally, Atlas' own counsel in this case have indepcn 
dently used the words "net profits interest" as a term of art and 
consider it interchangeable with the well recognized interest lri 
land called the "carried working interest": 
Although we believe that the Agreement and 
the Operating Agreement should be construed 
to create a Net Profits Interest in the 
Subject Claims, there is a potential uncer-
tainty about whether this interest is a 
carried working interest or a Net Profits 
Interest. 
Therefore, a forty percent Net Profits 
Interest (or, possibly a 40 percent carried 
working interest) in the Subject Claims 
currently exists and would be applicable to 
any future production from those claims. 
Title Opinion, R. 1862-1864. 
As illustrated by these authorities, the words "net 
profits interest" have risen to be a term of art in the industry. 
Because of the characteristics of the interest, mere use of the 
words defines an estate in land. Failure of this Court to 
recognize the Net Profits Interest as an interest in land binding 
21 see Sherrill, Net Profits--A Current View, 19 Inst. on Oi_l 
and Gas Taxation 165 n.l (1968) ("A net profits interest has some 
characteristics which are common to overriding royalty interests. 
and it has other characteristics which are common to worl·1ng 
interests ... "). 
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"11 successors to the underlying mineral estate would 
.1' ·e the security of titles to the many such interests that 
1,.,.,n created in reliance on this well-established industry 
p1or1 l 1 e The district court's failure to recognize the Net 
Profits Interest as a term of art and its conclusion that such 
tnterests generally are not considered to be mineral or royalty 
interests must therefore be reversed. 
2. An analysis of the Net Profits Interest 
defined in the Agreements shows it to 
properly be characterized as an estate in 
land; it should therefore bind successors to 
the Claims. 
Even if the parties use of the term "net profits 
interest" were not sufficient to constitute an interest in land 
on its face, an analysis of the Net Profits Interest shows that 
~ts characteristics are those of mineral or royalty interests 
rather than contract rights. The district court's conclusion 
that the Net Profit Interest is unlike mineral or royalty inter-
ests demonstrates a clear misunderstanding of basic property law 
concepts and the nature of the Net Profits Interest.22 
} ? 
··Perhaps the district court's confused characterization of the 
Net Profits Interest is attributable to a lack of understanding 
of terminology used in the mining and oil and gas industry. 
There has been some confusion in the industry itself as to 
whether a net profits interest should be characterized as a 
m1nera 1 (working) interest or a royalty interest. However, there 
'S !lL 1uest1on that it is an interest in land: 
There is some indication in early cases, at 
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Under Utah law, it is fundamental that the mineral 
estate may be severed from the underlying fee. Se_e, ~· Hartmd" 
v._Potter, 596 P.2d 653, 656 (Utah 1979), S!_e_ph~rl_J::la}'_S_Estat_~, 
Inc., 85 Utah 137, 38 P.2d 1066, 1070 (1934). Moreover, the 
bundle of rights known as the mineral estate may be subdivided 
into further interests or hybrids that are no less perpetual in 
duration. For instance, a working interest owner: 
may transfer out of his working interest an 
Overriding Royal [sic], Oil Payment, Net 
Profit Interest, or Carried Working Interest 
leaving himself as owner of the working 
interest (and therefore entitled to operate 
on the premises) but as owner of very little 
production and the recipient of a small 
fraction of the income from production. 
Id. (references omitted) (emphasis added). See, also, John 
Wright, Inc. v. Norskog, 151 Mont. 22, 438 P.2d 550 (1968) 
(working interest and overriding royalties in oil and gas); 
Extraction Resources, Inc. v. Freeman, 555 S.W.2d 156 (Tex. Cir. 
App. 1977) (bundle of interests in minerals may be divided into 
least by way of dictum, that the [net profits 
interest] is a mere contract interest. We 
believe, however, that a net profits interest 
should be treated in much the same manner as 
an overriding royalty interest and that it 
should be classified as an interest in ~n_si. 
2 H. Williams & C. Meyers, Oil and Gas Law §424. 1 (emphasis 
supplied). 
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1 nterests including royalties, right to bonuses and 
1._ right to lease, etc.). 
As noted above, perhaps the two most important 
chdracteristics of the royalty interest are (a) the royalty 
interest is a share of production and (b) the royalty interest 
dues not have to make cash contributions to the costs of the 
operations.
23 
Similarly, working interests are best recognized 
by the attributes of (a) being executive rights and (b) being 
entitled to proceeds on a net, rather than gross basis. The Net 
Profits Interest, much like the carried working interest des-
'nbed above, is a hybrid of these two interests with charac-
tenstics of both. 
The Net Profits Interest, like a royalty, is a share of 
production and is measured by ore "produced, saved and sold" from 
che mine. See A-1 at 5. The only difference is that the Net 
Profits Interest is measured by "net" rather than "gross" profits 
frnm the operation of the property. 2 H. Williams & C. Meyers, 
Q!l_~n_c!_ Gas Law § 424.1 (1981). Like the royalty interest, the 
Net Profits Interest does not have to make cash contributions to 
the costs of mining. See A-2 at 2. 
''nns Court is undoubtedly familiar with the many 
""nu-1 er1st 1 cs of royalty interests and working interests, so 
11 1 uf those characteristics will not be set forth in detail 
hr- re 
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In addition to its royalty-like attributes, the Nei 
Profits Interest has characteristics of a working interest A 
wo.rking interest is defined as "the exclusive right to exploit 
the minerals on the land." H. Wi 11 iams & C. Meyers, Qi_l_~~ Gas 
Law Manual of Oil and Gas Terms 838 (1982). The fact that 
Kerr-McGee, Mercury and the Interest Owners executed the 
Operating Agreement shows that all of the parties understood that 
the Interest Owners held executive rights that were part of the 
working interest in the Claims. Second, the Net Profits 
Interest, like the working interest, receives its return based 
upon proceeds, net of expenses. See A-1 at 5-6. 
In judging the nature of the Net Profits Interest as a 
interest in land versus a contract right, this Court should give 
great deference to the characteristics of the interest even if it 
refuses to acknowledge the words "net profits interest" as a term 
of art. As owners of the Claims in 1957, the Interest Owners 
could create, reserve, or convey a virtually unlimited array of 
interests in land that are binding on all who subsequently 
acquire the claims with actual or constructive notice. The fact 
that the Owners chose to create a hybrid interest with 
characteristics of both royalty and working interests should not 
be the basis for denying the validity of the Net Profits Interest 
as an estate in land. As one mining authority has noted: 
Royalties on solid minerals are commonly 
based on a flat percentage of the ore re-
moved, or graduated; j._t __ lll~ _be based on the 
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smelter returns, net proceeds of the mining 
ClJ>eration or on gross mill value less certain 
expenses .. 
; Thf>__Arnerican Law of Mining§ 17.3, at 456 (Rocky Mtn. Min. L. 
Fdn. ed. 1982) (emphasis addedJ. 24 Based upon those character-
istics, the only answer is that the Net Profits Interest is an 
interest in land. 
3. The parties characterized the Net Profits 
Interest as a "working interest" which is an 
interest in land. 
Finally, the parties to the Agreements understood that 
they had created an interest in land. In depositions taken in 
1981, 
25 
and in subsequent instruments executed by them, the 
- ----- --- -----
24 
The Utah Supreme Court has previously of observed that 
the parties should be allowed to draft royalty provisions that 
are suited to their own particular needs. In Rimledge Uranium 
and Minin_g Corp. v. Federal Resources Corp., 13 Utah 2d 239, 374 
P. 2d 20 ( 1962), this court stated: 
[T]he parties may obviously provide for any 
royalty arrangement they wish ... whether 
the words employed to designate the royalty 
bas is are "market value," "proceeds," or 
"gross proceeds." ... 
374 P.2d at 23. See also Holley v. Federal-American Partners, 29 
Utah 2d 212, 507P.2d 381 (1973) (enforcing a mining lease 
royalty that allowed an election of ten percent of "gross re-
ceipts" or fifty percent of "net receipts"). 
'
5
These depositions were taken before Atlas raised any 
1JJ~gation regarding the duration of the Net Profits Interest. 
'' 11ot ed above, further depositions of key participants in the 
"egot1ation and drafting of the Agreements were scheduled but 
were cut off when the district court ruled summarily in Atlas' 
favor 
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Interest Owners referred to the Net Profits Interest as d sh~ 1 , 
of the working interest. For instance, Lee B. Merrill, one uJ 
t~ Interest Owners, stated that the Interest Owners had a 
"forty-percent working interest in the [claims]." Response of 
the Clovis Banks at 33, R. 1810. Later in the same deposition, 
he construed it as a "forty-percent carried working interest," 
and a "forty-percent working interest." Id. Hez Abernathy did 
likewise: "I know at one time [Mercury and Kerr-McGee] give 
[sic] us forty percent working interest." Id. 
Finally, in their conveyance of the Net Profits Inter-
est to R.D. Boone and in other conveyances, the interest was 
described as: 
Twelve and one-half percent (12~%) of a forty 
percent (40%) worki~£_j.nterest in and to the 
[Velvet and Royal Flush] mining claims . 
Said working interest is defined in Operating 
Agreement, dated the 18th day of April, 1957 
See Deed dated October 6, 1958, R. 1865. 
Thus, the district court's conclusion that the Net 
Profits Interest has no characteristics of a mineral or working 
interest and that the parties did not intend the interest to have 
such characteristics is in direct contradiction to industry 
standards and the understanding of the parties. By carefully 
defining the basis for their share of production and by executing 
the Agreement and Operating Agreement, the Net Profits Interest 
created with attributes of both working and royalty was 
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, - 's As such, it is an interest in land that burdens all 
,.s"rs and assigns of the Claims. 
B. The Parties' Failure to Use the Term "Royalty" in 
!,)rafting the Net Profits Interest is Not Indi-
cative of an Intention to Create a Mere Contract 
Right. 
When used in the oil and gas context, the term "roy-
alty" has a specific meaning as a term of art. See 1 H. Williams 
& C. Meyers, Oil and Gas Law, § 302-303 (1981); 1 E. Kuntz, The 
La',./_~Oil and Gas,§ 15.4 (1962); see, e.g., Picard v. Richards, 
)66 P.2d 119 (Wyo. 1961). The oil and gas royalty owner's rights 
are defined by use of the shorthand tag "royalty," which is more 
appropriately described as a "non-participating royalty interest" 
bec3use the royalty owner does not have executive rights. 1 E. 
Kuntz, The Law of Oil and Gas,§ 15.4 (1962). 
The district court concluded that the parties "were 
experienced in negotiating and drafting mining agreements" and 
that "[t]heir decision not to characterize the profit sharing 
arrangement as a royalty or mineral interest demonstrates their 
; nt ent ion "to create a contract right rather than a mineral or 
royalty interest." Findings and Conclusions 1144, R. 2103-04. 
Verr McGee, the drafting party in the 1957 conveyance, however, 
\.13S well aware of the results that flow from the "royalty" tag in 
'~'· n1 l and gas context and carefully avoided the use of that 
ci11 1 n drafting the documents to describe the interest retained 
bv the Interest Owners. Instead Kerr-McGee chose the language 
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"Net Profits Interest" to reflect more accurately the intere'" 
created. 
In contrast to the usual oil and gas non-participating 
royalty interest based on gross proceeds free of costs (with 
which Kerr-McGee was intimately familiar), the Agreements care-
fully defined a royalty-type interest based on net proceeds, 
which is better suited to the nature and risks of the mining 
industry. See Hecox, Drafting and Negotiating of Net Profits 
Agreements, Mining Agreements Institute II (1982) (Rocky Mtn. 
Hin. L. Fdn.). Furthermore, because the parties believed that 
the Net Profits Interest was part of the working interest and 
shared executive rights, see supra pp. 3 9 - 41, they avoided using 
the term "royalty," which defines an interest that does not have 
executive rights. 
Any reserved share of production is considered a 
"royalty" not because of its label, but because of its relation-
ship to the land: 
The terminology applied to "net value," 
"net revenue," "proceeds," "market value" and 
"net smelter returns" has all been the 
subject of litigation. The courts look to 
the usual understanding of terms in the 
industry, but the key, of course, is to 
carefully define the basis. 
Gushee, Drafting Practical Royalty Clauses for the Mining Lease. 
21 Rocky Htn. Hin. L. Fdn. 625, 634 (1974) (citations omitted) 
In this article, Hr. Gushee also notes that "there are all kinds 
of definitions, as well as different titles affixed to the same 
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'1t1ng a statement by the noted mining scholar, Lindley, 
~.ilwr1ty. "The important question is what are the respective 
.J.gh[s of the parties rather than what is the proper name. 3 c. 
1 1 ndley, Mines §861 (3d Ed. 1914)." Id. at 635. 
Thus, the label used to identify the interest does not 
necessarily define the rights created. Most importantly, failure 
tr; use the word "royalty" in drafting the Net Profits Interest 
rloes not indicate any intent to create a mere contractual 
relationship. To the contrary, use of the words "Net Profits 
Interest" demonstrates a clear intent to create an interest in 
land. The district court's conclusion that the parties did not 
intend to create an interest in land should therefore be re-
versed. 
C. The Language of the Deed Construed in Light of the 
Entire Transaction Shows a Clear Intent to Reserve 
The Net Profits Interest in The Interest Owners. 
The Net Profits Interest was created by incorporating 
the terms, covenants and conditions of the Agreements into the 
Deed, and thereby reserving the interest from the conveyance. 
The district court's conclusion that the parties did not intend 
the language in the Deed to reserve a royalty or mineral interest 
in the Claims is unsupported by any construction of the instru-
ments and ignores the clear intent of the transaction when viewed 
"'· ;; whole The parties went to great lengths to set out their 
,npective interests in the Claims. Indeed, it is hard to 
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imagine how the parties could have more clearly defined the 
1
, 
interests and incorporated them into the Deed. 
The Net Profits Interest, having been carefully defined 
in the Agreements, was incorporated into the Deed and reserved 
from the conveyance of the Claims. The June 7, 1957 Deed states: 
This conveyance is made subject to the terms, 
covenants and conditions contained in that 
certain Agreement dated the 18th day of 
April, 1957, by and between the parties 
hereto. 
A-3 at 2 (emphasis added). The district court concluded that by 
the use of this phrase, "the parties here did not intend to 
create a mineral or royalty interest, and that by the use of the 
words "subject to," they did not create such an interest." 
Findings and Conclusions •44, R. 2104. In so doing, the district 
court correctly recognized that deeds should be construed to give 
effect to the intent of the parties, see Chournos v. D'Agnillo, 
642 P.2d 710, 712 (Utah 1982); Russell v. Gevser-Marion Gold 
Mining Co., 18 Utah 2d 363, 423 P.2d 487 (1967). However, the 
district court's determination of the parties' intent is un-
supported by language of deed alone and fails to consider the 
entire transaction. More specifically, the court failed to 
recognize that the parties' intent controls the meaning and 
effect of a deed phrase which includes the words "subject to. 
See Aspen Acres Association v. Seven Associates ,_l_nc., 29 Utah 2d 
303, 508 P.2d 1179 (1973); Johnson v. Peck, 90 Utah 544, 63 P.cd 
251 (1937). 
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The Utah Supreme Court has long recognized the need to 
I I uf the surrounding circumstances in determining the 
, _,,, of the parties to a deed: 
The rules of construction applicable to 
instruments of writing, including deeds, in 
this jurisdiction is that the intention of 
the parties, as the same is made apparent 
from the ordinary and generally accepted 
meaning of the language used by them . . . in 
the light of the surrounding circumstances Of 
the parties at the time, controls rather than 
mere technical words or phrases. 
Colthar_p v. Coltharp, 48 Utah 389, 160 P. 121 (1916) (emphasis 
supplied). See also Cereghino v. Einberg, 4 Utah 514, 11 P. 568 
(1886). Moreover, contemporaneous instruments, which are part of 
thf' same transaction, must be considered as one document: 
It is a general rule of construction that in 
order to ascertain the intention of the 
parties, separate deeds or instruments 
executed at the same time and in relation to 
the same subject matter, between the same 
parties, or in other words made part of the 
same transaction, may be taken together and 
construed as one instrument. 
23 Am. Jur. 2d Deeds §172 (1965). See~·, City of Westminster 
v. ~~yhne Vista Development Co., 163 Colo. 394, 431 P.2d 26 
1196 7). 
An analysis of the language used in the Deed, viewed in 
the context of the entire transaction, shows a clear intent to 
incorporate the terms of the Agreements into the Deed and reserve 
1 he Net Profits Interest from the conveyance of the claims. 
f!fst, the parties executed the Agreement, which defined the Net 
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Profits Interest and the terms of the conveyance. On that Sd'"' 
day, the parties signed the Operating Agreement, specificall-. 
ou.tlining the operator's obligations, reserving the Net Profits 
Interest to the Interest Owners, and setting forth a detailed 
accounting procedure. The Operating Agreement was fully incor· 
porated by reference into the Agreement. Less than two months 
later (the time required to conduct a title search), the Interest 
Owners conveyed the claims by a Deed expressly made "subject to 
the terms, covenants and conditions" of the Agreements. 
Construing the instruments in this single transaction 
as a whole makes evident the parties' intent. As demonstrated 
above, the Agreements unequivocally provide that they will remain 
in effect so long as the claims are effective and that the Net 
Profits Interest applies to all ores mined from the claims. See 
supra pp. 18-20. Additionally, the consideration for the convey· 
ance evidences the intent to reserve an interest in land to the 
Interest Owners. The Interest Owners were to receive a sum of 
money initially, but the most important (and by far the most 
valuable) element of the consideration was the Net Profits 
Interest. It is absurd to even argue that the parties intended 
the most important and valuable element of the consideration to 
be subject to termination by the mere conveyance of the claims b•. 
Kerr-McGee and Mercury to someone not a party to the transaction 
See Weiner v. Wilshire Oil Co., 192 Kan. 490, 389 P.2d 803 (1964' 
(reaching this conclusion regarding an overriding royalty). 
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Moreover, making the Deed subject to the terms, cove-
~nd conditions of the Agreements was not only adequate 
0 1~er the law to effectuate the parties' intent but was the only 
~rac't ical way to reach the desired result. Courts uniformly 
recognize "subject to" phrases as sufficient to reserve royalty 
01 mineral interests where the parties so intend. See Hendrick-
son v. Freericks, 620 P.2d 205, 209 (Alaska 1980); see,~. 
Killy_ v. Haas, 262 S.W.2d 687 (Ky. 1953); Dagrosa v. Calabro, 105 
NY S.2d 178 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1951). Furthermore, as a practical 
matter, the parties had no alternative but to make reference to 
the Agreements through the "subject to" phrase. No lawyer would 
set out in a mineral deed the 17 pages of the Operating Agreement 
and the 4 pages of the Accounting Procedure. Cf. Westland Oil 
Devel_QPment Corp. v. Gulf Oil Corp., 637 S.W.2d 903, 908 (Tex. 
1982) ("It is not unusual for an operating agreement . . not to 
be placed of record."). Indeed, there is no customary place in a 
mineral Deed to insert such a detailed arrangement. Finally, the 
"subJect to" phrase used by the parties states clearly and 
succinctly the intention to incorporate the terms, covenants and 
cond1t1ons of the Agreements into the Deed. It is unlikely that 
the parties could have chosen plainer, more concise language to 
express their intent. 
ln sum, as owners of the Claims on April 18, 1957, the 
lr.\ er est Owners could create virtually an unlimited array of real 
property interests ranging from a pure royalty, on one hand, to a 
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cost-bearing operating interest, on the other. Somewhere w1 ti,,, 
this spectrum lies the Net Profits Interest; an interest carved 
ouf of the working interest that is nonoperating, and entitled to 
a share of proceeds measured by net profits. The net profits 
"royalty-type" interest is a clearly cognizable estate in land 
widely recognized in the natural resources industries. By making 
the Deed expressly subject to the terms, covenants and conditions 
of the Agreements, the parties incorporated the Agreements into 
the Deed and reserved the interest from the conveyance. The 
district court's conclusions fail to consider the transaction as 
a whole and are directly contrary to the parties' intent as 
reflected by the instruments. The district court's conclusions 
must therefore be reversed. 
III. ALTERNATIVELY, THE NET PROFITS INTEREST IS ENFORCEABLE 
AGAINST ATLAS AS A COVENANT RUNNING WITH THE LAND BOTH 
IN LAW AND IN EQUITY. 
The characterization of the Net Profits Interest as an 
interest in land is not essential for it to be enforceable 
against Atlas. The requirements of covenants running with the 
land at law are satisfied in the present case. Moreover, the Net 
Profits Interest, at the very least, should be enforced in equity 
by this Court because Atlas acquired the Claims with notice of 
the interest and failure to enforce the Interest would be unjust· 
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A. I_he Net Profits Interest is Enforceable 
Covenant Running with the Land at Law 
as a 
The elements required for covenants to r~n with land at 
law that have been recognized by this court are summarized by 
Professor Powell in his treatise on real property: 
The elements most often said to be required 
for covenants to run at law are that: (1) the 
covenant "touch and concern" the land; (2) 
the original covenanting parties intend the 
covenant to run; and (3) there be some form 
of privity of estate. 
5 R. Powell, The Law of Real Property~ 673[1], at 60-37 (1981). 
See I,u_11deberg v. Dastrup, 28 Utah 2d 28, 497 P.2d 648 (1972); 
First_ Western Fidelity v. Gibbons and Reed Co., 27 Utah 2d 1, 492 
p 2d 132 (1971). 
In the present case, there is no dispute that the 
element of privity is met because Atlas and Clovis Banks are both 
successors in interest to the original covenanting parties, and 
there was clear horizontal privity between the original covenant-
mg parties. However, the district court concluded that the 
covenant to pay net profits did not touch and concern the land 
and that the parties did not intend the covenant to run. See 
t'J!ld1ngs and Conclusions ~45, R. 2104-07. These conclusions are 
•··nl rary to law and the clear intent of the parties expressed in 
r h, ~bTeements. 
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1. The Ne~rofi!_s_l_nj~est touches and concc 1 ,, 
the possess~ estate-in the Claims and tht 
Interest Q~ers' _r:e_,~ijionar::,,_ interest --
The trial court concluded that the covenant to pay net 
profits did not "touch and concern" the land for two reasons. 
First, because the covenant "does not have a permanent effect of 
a physical nature upon land itself," Id., R. 2106, and second, 
because the beneficiaries of the covenant do not own an estate in 
land. Id. R. 2106-07. 
In the specific context of land development, this court 
has indicated a view that a covenant must have a permanent effect 
of a physical nature on land itself in order to meet the touch 
and concern element. See First Western Fidelity v. Gibbons and 
Reed Co., 27 Utah 2d 1, 492 P.2d 132 (1971). However, this court 
recognized in a later case that the physical nature requirement 
does not apply in all contexts, citing as examples the covenants 
of title which are commonly held to run with land but clearly do 
not have a permanent effect of a physical nature. See Lundeberg 
v. Dastrup, 28 Utah 2d 28, 497 P.2d 648, 650 (1972). The same 
conclusion was reached by the Oregon Supreme Court: 
There is nothing in the nature of things 
which requires the conclusion that the 
benefit of a covenant is not capable of 
running with the land unless the performance 
of the promise will constitute an advantage 
in a physical sense to the promise in the use 
of his land. Both the burden and benefit of 
promises in leases have been held to run to 
the successor of the lessee the lessor [sic] 
in cases where the promise was not related to 
the physical use of the land. And certain 
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covenants of title which have no direct 
relation to the physical use of the land 
freely run with the land. 
Huds£e_th v. Eastern Oregon Land Co., 430 P.2d 353, 356 (Or. 
196 7). The district court's conclusion that the touch and 
concern element is not met because the Net Profits Interest is 
not related to the physical use of land is, therefore, in error. 
The district court's second reason that the touch and 
concern requirement is not met--because the beneficiaries of the 
covenant do not own an estate in land benefitted by the covenant-
-1s likewise erroneous. The Clovis Banks retained a reversionary 
inrerest in the claims that is benefitted by the covenant to pay 
net profits. This type of retained interest is most clearly 
illustrated by cases concerned with the payment of rent. Indeed, 
as one mining authority has noted, "mining royalties, ~-, 
payments made out of production, are much like rent paid by a 
iessee for the use of land or buildings." 3 The American Law of 
!1_rn_1c11_g §17. 2 at 434 (Rocky Mtn. Min. L. Fdn. ed. 1982). A 
covenant by a tenant to pay rent to a landlord is regarded as a 
covenant running with the land because the burden touches and 
concerns the tenant's present possessory estate and the benefit 
co1•c.hes and concerns the landlord's reversion. Because of the 
•1m1lar1ties between rents and royalties, authorities agree that 
"""''ts to pay royalties whether based on net or gross pro-
, •-eds, satisfy the "touch and concern" element and run with the 
Ja11d See ~. , Greenleaf v. S. A. Camp Ginning Co. , 150 Cal· 
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App. 2d 385, 309 P.2d 943 (1957) (net profits interest), lhP~ 
Thew, 35 Cal. App. 2d 691, 96 P.2d 826 (1939) (net profits 
in.terest); Maynard v. Ratliff, 297 Ky. 127, 179 S.\.l.2d 200 (1944: 
(oil and gas royalty); 5 R. Powell, supra, ~675[2] at 60-92; lA 
G. Thompson, Real Property §179 at 144 (1980) ("Covenants to pay 
royalties run with the land"), .£.!. Westland Oil Development Corp. 
v. Gulf Oil Corp., 637 S.\.l.2d 903 (Tex. 1982) (enforcing a 
covenant to convey certain interests in oil and gas leases, 
contained in a mutual interest agreement). 
In the present case, the Interest Owners retained 
important reversionary rights including the right to take over 
mines and the right to take over claims. See Operating Agreement 
§§ V, VI. A-2 at 5-7. These are exactly the type of rever-
sionary rights retained by a landlord under a long term (or "so 
long as") lease commonly used in the mining industry. The 
covenanter's interest in the Claims in this case is rendered less 
valuable because of the obligation to pay part of the mineral 
proceeds to the Interest Owners. The covenantees' interest 
retained by the Interest Owners, like the landlord's reversion, 
is rendered more valuable by the covenant. Hence, the covenant 
in the Operating Agreement to pay net profits touches and 
concerns interests in land on both the burden and benefit sides. 
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2. The Parties' intent that the covenants in the 
Operating Agreement run with the land is 
clearly expressed in the Agreements. 
Section VIII of the Operating Agreement provides in 
All sales [of an interest in the Claims] made 
by either Kermac or Mercury or their respec 
tive successors in interest shall be subject 
to the terms, covenants, and conditions of 
the Agreement, and such terms, covenants, and 
conditions shall be deemed to be covenants 
running with the land and the mineral estate 
covered hereby and with such transfer or 
assignment thereof. 
A-2 at 9 (emphasis supplied). In Section XVIII, the Operating 
Agreement further states: 
The terms and provisions of this Agreement 
shall be binding upon and shall inure to the 
benefit of the parties hereto, their respec-
tive heirs, administrators, executors, 
successors and assigns. 
Id. at 15. Despite this clear language expressing the original 
parties' intent that the covenants run with the land, the trial 
court concluded that the only "logical and meaningful" way to 
read the above quoted language is that the covenants would bind 
successors only so long as mining operations were on-going and 
only so long as the Operating Agreement remained in effect. See 
Findings and Cone lus ions ~45, R. 2105-06. The trial court 
t•irth"r concluded that because the purpose of the Operating 
>••cement was served, the covenants and terms of the Agreement no 
loi1ger burden the claims. Id. 
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The trial court's conclusion is contrary to the expre, 
language of the Agreements and ignores established rules of 
construction. An express statement of the parties as to the 
running of the covenant is nonnally decisive. 
Whitinsville Plaza, Inc. v. Kotseas, 378 Mass. 15, 390 N.E.2d 243 
(1979); Reichert v. Weeden, 618 P.2d 1216 (Mont. 1980); DeBlois 
v. Crosley Building Corp., 117 N.H. 626, 376 A.2d 143 (1977); 5 
R. Powell, The Law of Real Property ~ 673[2] at 60-51, 52 (1981). 
Moreover, the mere presence of the word "assigns" constitutes 
strong evidence of devolutive intent. 5 R. Powell, supra 
~ 673[2], at 60-51. Thus, a construction of the Agreements 
limiting the intended duration of the covenants, including the 
Net Profits Interest, to a limited tenn is erroneous. 
B. The Net Profits Interest is Enforceable in Equity. 
Should this court detennine that the elements required 
for a covenant to run at law are not met in the present case, at 
the very least, the Net Profits Interest should be enforced as a 
covenant running with the land in equity. 
This Court has not had the occasion to rule on the 
elements for covenants to run in equity. The modern trend, 
however, has been to enforce covenants in equity where the 
successor has acquired its interest in the land with not~c:e of 
the covenant. As the Oklahoma Supreme Court declared in Blacka~ 
v. Good, 207 Okla. 175, 248 P.2d 596. 598 (1952): 
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There is no question that a personal covenant 
or agreement affecting lands will be held 
valid and binding in equity on a purchaser 
taking the estate with notice, and it is 
immaterial that the agreement may not be a 
covenant which runs with the land. 
1 ~mphasis added. ) 26 
In the instant case, Atlas took title to the Claims 
;nth actual knowledge of the Net Profits Interest. 27 Moreover, 
Atlas apparently paid nothing for the Claims and commenced mining 
26 the rule recognized in Blackard has been uniformly recognized 
by the courts. See, ~·, Fitzstephens v. Watson, 218 Or. 185, 
344 P.2d 221, 331 (1959); Arroyo v. Rosenbluth, 454 N.Y.S.2d 610, 
612 (1982); Russell v. Palos Verdes Properties, 218 Cal. App. 2d 
754, 32 Cal. Rptr. 488, 493 (1963); N.P. Dodge Corp. v. 
Calderwood, 151 Kan. 978, 101 P.2d 883, 884 (1940); Messett v. 
Coweil,-194 Wash. 646, 79 P.2d 337, 339 (1938); Annot. 23 
P:TR.2d 520 (1952). The doctrine of enforceability of a 
covenant in equity is based upon: 
the broad ground that the assignee took with 
knowledge of the covenant and it was of such 
a nature that, when the intention of the 
parties, coupled with the result of a fail-
ure to enforce it was considered, equity 
could not in conscience withhold relief. 
Richardson v. Callahan, 213 Cal. 683, 3 P.2d 927, 929 (1931). 
1h1s doctrine was specifically applied to enforce a net profits 
1nLerest against a successor to the covenantor by the California 
Court of Appeals in Thew v. Thew, 35 Cal. App. 691, 96 P.2d 826 
I l 9 3 9 ) . 
·11ic t11al court assumed that Atlas had actual notice of the 
kl F1ofits Interest for purposes of this ruling. See Findings 
,,,J Lonclusions 45 n.3. R. 2107. Further, Atlas has 
acknowledged, at least for purposes of this litigation, that it 
acgu1red the claims with actual or constructive notice. See 
>u_pr~ note 13. 
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operations based on the explicit assumption that the 
burdened by a forty percent net profits or working . '~ interest · 
Failure to enforce the covenant to pay Net Profits would relieve 
Atlas from this assumed burden, would deprive successors to the 
Interest Owners from the most significant and valuable element of 
the original consideration bargained for in the sale of the 
Claims, and would result in an unjust windfall to Atlas. It 
would therefore be inequitable for this court to allow the Net 
Profits Interest to be cut off by a mere conveyance of the claims 
to At las. 
In summary, this court should enforce the Net Profits 
Interest as a covenant running with the land whether or not it is 
considered to be an interest in land. The parties to the 
Agreements intended the Net Profits Interest to run with the land 
and the interest touches and concerns the possessory interest in 
the Claims as well as the reversionary interest retained by the 
Interest Owners. If this court concludes that the requirements 
for the covenant to run at law are not satisfied, the covenant 
should at least be enforced in equity. For these additional 
reasons, the district court's conclusion that the Interest is a 
28That was the conclusion 
Opinion previously discussed. 
of Atlas' attorneys 
See page 36 su!'r_il. 
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the Title 
.fit sharing agreement, unenforceable against successors, 
I, rpversed. 
IV. THE COURT ERRED BY CONSIDERING ONLY A PORTION OF 
THE EVIDENCE BEFORE IT. 
Throughout Parts I, II and III of this Brief, the 
~lovis Banks have pointed out obvious misinterpretations of the 
evidence before the trial court or its selective consideration of 
facts. In part IV, the Clovis Banks will focus upon the most 
egregious errors in factual interpretations made by the district 
court through overlooking facts favorable to the Clovis Banks and 
through refusing to construe facts in a light most favorable to 
appellant as required in summary judgment proceedings. 
The settled law in Utah is that written instruments 
should be construed as a whole and, where unambiguous, should be 
enforced according to the plain meaning of the instruments alone. 
Although purporting to adhere to this settled principle, in 
actuality the district court merely paid lip-service to the law. 
~~ Transcript of February 8, 1983 Hearing at 27, R. 2394. The 
court went outside of the instruments to interpret their intent, 
and then chose among the facts before it to bolster its 
interpretation of the parties' intent. 
The Clovis Banks submit that the district courts' 
fenual conclusions are wrong for two reasons. First, the 
·'c.1F2ments and the Deed are clear and unambiguous as to the 
"<ture and duration of the Net Profits Interest. Second, even if 
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the district court was permitted to go outside of the instrum"'' 
to interpret their meaning, the court must look fairly at al I ,, 1 
the extrinsic evidence. The overwhelming majority of that 
evidence supports the Clovis Banks' interpretation of the instru 
ments. At the very least, the evidence in favor of the Clovis 
Banks' interpretation precludes a summary judgment against the 
Clovis Banks. 
29 
A. The Extrinsic Evidence Decisively Contradicts the 
District Court's Finding that the Agreements and 
the Net Profits Interest Terminated in 1961. 
This Court has repeatedly advised that a contract or 
instrument should be construed according to its language, and 
that extrinsic evidence should be considered only where such 
language is ambiguous. Williams v. First Colony Life Insurance 
~. 593 P.2d 534, 536 (Utah 1979); Commercial Building Corp. v 
Blair, 565 P.2d 776 (Utah 1977). As noted above, the language of 
the Agreements unambiguously made the Net Profits Interest 
applicable to "all ores" mined from the Claims that would be 
valid so long as the Claims remained in force. However, because 
the district court based its construction in part on extrinsic 
2 9 The district court went to some lengths to determine the 
"intent" of the parties. However, the court chose to accept 
inference that bolstered its conclusions and did not even attempt 
to explain away such direct evidences of intent as the Affidavit 
of Richard Zitting. See infra pp. 61-62. This Affidavit alone 
should be enough for a reversal of the court's ruling. 
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se_e, ~. , Transcript of February 8, 1983 Hearing at 
2394-99; Findings and Conclusions~~ 17-23, R. 2088-90, 
-!iliuld be pointed out that such evidence emphatically rein-
torces the clear meaning of the language in the Agreements. 
In 1961, when the Bardon Shaft operation was termi-
1>ated .. four parties were affected by the Net Profits Interest: 
Kerr-McGee and the three Interest Owners. The evidence proves 
that each of these parties intended and understood that the Net 
Profits Interest would continue to apply to additional ores that 
might in the future be mined from the Claims. Because that 
interest was only a burden, not a benefit, to Kerr-McGee, Kerr-
McGee would have had the greatest incentive to believe--or at 
least hope--that the Agreements would terminate with the closure 
of the Bardon Shaft. 
In fact, however, Kerr-McGee's understanding was 
precisely to the contrary, as shown by the Affidavit of Richard 
T Zitting, a key player for Kerr-McGee in operation of the 
Claims: 
STATE OF NEW MEXICO ) 
: SS. 
C:OUNTY OF BERNALILLO ) 
Richard T. Zitting, being of lawful age and 
being first duly sworn according to law, upon his 
oath deposes and says: 
1. In 1955, I began working for Kerr-McGee 
Oi 1 Industries, Inc. as a District Geologist in 
Grants, New Mexico. 
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2. In 1957, I became Manager of Mineral 
Exploration for Kerr-McGee Oil Industries, Inc. 
3. In 1967, I became Manager of Mining and 
Hilling for Kerr-McGee Oil Industries, Inc. 
4. From that time until 1978, I was em-
ployed with Kerr-McGee Oil Industries, Inc. and 
related entities in various managerial and exe-
cutive positions. 
5. In 1957, I participated in the nego-
tiation of a purchase by Kerr-McGee Oil Indus-
tries, Inc. and Mercury Uranium and Oil Company of 
the Velvet and Royal Flush mining claims from Hez 
Abernathy, Lee B. Merrill and Philip G. Mers-
felder. 
6. I was directly involved in the explora-
tion, development and mining of those mim.ng 
claims between 1957 and 1960 and in additional 
exploration activity that occurred on the claims 
by Kerr-McGee Oil Industries. Inc thereafter. 
7. I do not believe, and to the best of my 
knowledge the other parties to the 1957 agreements 
did not believe, that the 40% Net Profits Interest 
was intended to apply only to the ore body that 
was mined through the Bardon Shaft. I did not 
have any intent or understanding during the 1957 
negotiations or thereafter that the 40/o Net 
Profits Interest would be limited to one ore body 
or that it would terminate following closing of 
the Bardon Shaft. 
R. 1771-73 (emphasis supplied). 
/s/Richard T. Zittin.~g~-­
RICHARD T. ZITTING 
In the present litigation, Kerr-McGee itself has 
expressed a similar understanding of the Agreements: 
... Atlas has on more than one occasion 
acknowledged that it is bound by the provi-
sions of the April 18 Agreements. This is 
not surprising in light of the fact that when 
it acquired the Subject Claims, Atlas had 
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both actual and constructive notice of the 
April 18th Agreements, which include an 
express provision that all sales of the 
Subject Claims by Kerr-McGee's or its succes-
sors in interest "shall be subject to the 
terms, covenants and conditions of this 
Agreement, and such terms, covenants and 
conditions shall be deemed to be covenants 
running with the land and the mineral estate 
covered hereby." The parties to the April 
18th Agreements could not have been more 
precise in expressing their intention that 
Kerr-McGee's successors in interest should 
assume the obligations imposed by that 
Agreement. 
Kerr-McGee Corp. Memorandum at 4, R. 963 (emphasis added). 
The Interest Owners likewise believed that their 
interest continued in force. Until 1967, when his interest was 
arguired by the Clovis Banks, Abernathy consistently reported the 
interest as a valuable asset on financial statements. Statements 
of Assets and Liabilities, R. 1867-74. Moreover, in 1977, Atlas 
:ontacted each of the Interest Owners and offered to buy their 
respective interests. Merrill and Abernathy refused. Mersfelder 
sold for $2,500; but later, upon learning that Atlas had 
allegedly known of but not disclosed the huge Velvet ore deposit, 
he sued to rescind the sale, alleging fraud by Atlas. Neither 
Atlas nor the Interest Owners ever suggested that the Net Profits 
Interest might have ceased to exist over a decade-and-a-half 
~arl1er. 
In its findings and conclusions, the district court 
imply ignored this plain evidence of the parties' intent, but 
1nst~ad focused on two other categories of evidence which are 
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probative of nothing. First, the court noted that after the 
Bardon Shaft was abandoned, major operations did not immediateh 
resume. Findings and Conclusions ~~23, 24, 26, R. 2089-91. 
However, a lull in mining operations is hardly uncommon, and may 
result from any number of factors, including market conditions, 
budget constraints, or diversion of the operator's efforts to 
other properties. In this case, of course, the evidence shows 
that Kerr-McGee intended to resume operations as soon as the 
Yucca litigation was resolved, but that the litigation dragged on 
for years. The lull clearly does not demonstrate an intent to 
terminate or abandon rights, as Kerr-McGee itself has made 
clear. 30 
The district court also observed that the Interest 
Owners did not assert in the Yucca litigation that the Net 
Profits Interest had not terminated. Findings and Conclusions 
~24, R. 2090. The more significant fact, however, is that no 
one, including Kerr-McGee, asserted in the Yucca case (or in any 
JOMoreover, it was Kerr-McGee, Atlas' predecessor, who failed 
promptly to resume operations. The Interest Owners had no right 
or obligation to undertake further exploration or mining; their 
only right was to receive a portion of any profits that might be 
generated. Thus, if Kerr-McGee's inactivity signified any 
abandonment, it would necessarily be an abandonment of 
Kerr-McGee's rights in the Claims. The district court appears to 
have reasoned that an operator, by shirking his operator's 
duties, can thereby terminate the rights of others while keeping 
his own interest unimpaired. There is no support either in la;; 
or logic for this extraordinary conclusion. 
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.mt ext, until Atlas made the assertion in September 1982) 
Ll1t> Net Profits Interest had terminated. The Yucca case was 
rw•cerned with dividing profits from th~ Bardon Shaft operation, 
and there was never any dispute about the applicability of the 
Net Profits Interest to mines that might later be commenced. 
Thus, the absence of allegations pro or con on that question 
proves precisely nothing. 
Indeed, if the Yucca court is deemed to have ruled on 
the continuing existence of the net profits, then the conclusion 
1 n Yucca squarely contradicts the conclusion of the district 
court in this case. In 1968 (seven years after the Net Profits 
Interest had, in Atlas' view, terminated), the Yucca court 
entered the following finding: 
At the time this action was commenced 
and all times thereafter, the mining claims 
were owned by Kerr-McGee, subject to . 
[t]he right of the Interest Owners to receive 
a portion of the net profits under the 
operating agreement " 
Yucca Findings and Conclusions '114, R. 1597 (emphasis added). 
In sum, the relevant extrinsic evidence emphatically 
contradicts the district court's finding that the parties in-
tended to terminate the Net Profits Interest and the Agreements 
in 1961. That the district court could find that there was not 
<ven a genuine issue concerning such supposed intent to termi-
,, :I c in the face of the parties' unanimous disavowal of any such 
intent, is simply astonishing. 
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B. At Th~_Leas!_,___At_las' Position Raised Genurn~ 
Factual Issues Preciuc:iini_Si.m~ary J~c!g1n(Ont .-
As demonstrated above, the documents plainly express 
the parties' intent to reserve a Net Profits Interest that would 
be binding upon successors and assigns to the Claims. At the 
very least, the documents are ambiguous. This court has held: 
In reviewing the record on any appeal from 
Summary Judgment, we treat the statements and 
evidentiary materials of the appellant as if 
a jury would receive them as the only cred-
ible evidence, and we sustain the judgment 
only if no issues of fact which could affect 
the outcome can be discerned. 
Blodgett v. Hartsch, 590 P.2d 298, 300 (Utah 1978) (emphasis 
added). See also, Thornack v. Cook, 604 P.2d 934, 936 (Utah 
1979). Moreover, the extrinsic facts relied upon to determine 
the meaning of the ambiguous terms must be construed by the 
reviewing court in the manner most favorable to the appellant 
resolving doubts in favor of the appellant. See~·, Durham v. 
Marget ts, 571 P. 2d 1332, 1334 (Utah 1977). Thus, if the instru-
ments are considered ambiguous, necessitating reliance by the 
district court on extrinsic evidence, at least two unresolved 
issues, both clearly genuine and material, precluded summary 
judgment in favor of Atlas. 
In the first place, if the Agreements were ambiguous, 
then the court would necessarily have to consider extrinsic 
evidence of the parties' intent. As noted, the original parties 
to the Agreement (except Mercury, which sold its interest to 
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· 1.' ee at an early date and has not been involved in the 
_,,1 controversy) have unanimously indicated their under-
.ta11ding that the Net Profits Interest did not terminate upon 
, l osure of the Bardon Shaft. 
The district court, while attempting to bolster its 
<'esu!t by selective reference to some extrinsic evidence, pur-
ported to avoid this problem by declaring that the Agreements 
"unambiguously" limited their duration to a single mining ven-
ture. Findings and Conclusions '1141, R. 2100. However, in 
addition to noting the various provisions in the Agreements that 
squarely contradict this construction, it must be remembered that 
Atlas' own counsel had earlier issued a lengthy and careful title 
opinion that reached precisely the opposite conclusion, that 
Atlas had repeatedly admitted that the Agreements and Net Profits 
Interest were still in force, and that the court itself had 
issued rulings holding, or at least adopting as an essential 
assumption, that the Agreements were still in force. The 
Agreements have been the focus of intense scrutiny throughout 
this litigation; yet despite the painstaking attention of Atlas 
lawyers who from the beginning had every motive to limit or 
negate the effect of the Agreements, even the possibility of a 
construction limiting the Agreements to a "specific mining 
\cnturp" does not appear to have occurred to anyone until more 
lhdn _t~o_years after this action was commenced. In view of these 
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facts, the court's ruling that the Agreements were "u 11 ambiguouc. 
in providing for their earlier termination is incredible. 
Moreover, even if it is assumed that the Agreements 
were intended to be limited to a "specific mining venture," this 
construction leaves unanswered the factual question whether the 
"mining venture" actually ended in 1961. Under the court's view 
of the Agreements, the fact that one ore body was exhausted would 
not necessarily terminate the "mining venture ... 3 l Nor is there 
any evidence to prove that the parties believed any "mining 
31
At las h as conceded as much. Atlas explained its proposed 
Conclusions Nos. 39-42 (which the district court adopted without 
modification) as follows: 
The PROPOSED RULING does not find and conclude that the 
April 18 Agreements precluded the development of two or 
more ore bodies in the course of the mining ven-ture 
undertaken in 1957. Conclusions Nos. 39, 40, 41 and 42 
determine that the Sales Agreement and the Operating 
Agreement were limited to the activities undertaken and 
concluded by the parties to those Agreements, and their 
successors, from 1957-1961, and that the parties 
themselves, as it turned out, limited those activities 
to the one ore body served by the Bardon Mine. 
(Emphasis added.) 
Atlas Response at 7 R. 1945 (emphasis added). This explanation 
merely underscores the fact that even under the construction 
given the Agreements by the district court, the court's ruling 
nonetheless required a factual finding that the parties, "as it 
turned out," intended to terminate the venture and the Agreements 
after completion of the Bardon Shaft operation. In the context 
of summary judgment, and given the fact that none of the parties 
has every expressed such an intent (all the parties, rather, have 
explicitly or by their conduct disavowed having any such intent). 
the district court's finding in this regard is indefensible. 
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.. Te had ended in 1961. On the contrary, the evidence shows 
'. r r McGee fully intended that the mining venture would 
Se~ p. 9, supra. And while it was in fact Atlas, not 
rkG"ct, that resumed operations, the provisions binding 
'>J'' '"ssrrrs and assigns" preclude any interpretation that would 
r1m1t the mining venture" to the original parties. 32 
At the very least, the Agreements were ambiguous; and 
1.he extrinsic evidence is similarly disputed. Thus, if the 
:Jov1s Banks were not entitled to summary judgment, then the 
district court should have permitted the parties to conduct the 
>cheduled discovery, and should then have gone forward with the 
scheduled trial to resolve such controversies. 
CONCLUSION 
The Agreements and the Deed, taken together and read as 
" whole, clearly create an interest that is to survive "so long 
as ~nv of the mining claims are in force and effect." The 
cl' '."J•Jt court erred in determining that the 1'et P::-ofits Interest 
that was reserved to the Interest Owners in the June 7, 1957 deed 
terminated in 1961. 
32 
in order to rule summarily that a "mining venture had 
terminated, it would seem that the district court should at least 
ha"P offered a definition of what a "mining venture" is. In 
facL, however, neither the district court nor the Agreements give 
any def1n1tion or guidance as to what constitutes a "specifi~ 
•n· ·i·i~. venture. Because this concept is critical to the courts 
'''"<' the court's failure to explain or define the concept 
r:1-111s inexcusable. 
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Neither the Agreements nor the Deed made provision f, 
termination of the Net Profits Interest at the conclusion of dn 
ini_tial "mining venture" and were unambiguous in setting out the 
duration of the interest. Moreover, by reserving the Net Profits 
Interest from the conveyance of the Claims to Atlas' predeces-
sors, the Interest Owners created an interest in real property 
that binds successors and assigns of the initial owners of the 
Claims and cannot be cut off unilaterally. Finally, even if the 
Net Profits Interest, as defined in the Agreements or as carved 
out of the Deed, is a terminable interest, the extrinsic evidence 
considered by the district court does not support the conclusion 
that an intent to terminate the interest exists. The evidence 
overwhelmingly supports the conclusion that the interest con-
tinues to exist. At the very least. under the tests established 
by this Court. summary judgment in favor of Atlas is clearly 
improper. 
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should reverse 
the surrunary judgment and remand to the district court to enter 
judgment in favor of the Clovis Banks on their cross-motion for 
summary judgment. Alternatively, the case should be remanded for 
further discovery and trial. 
Respectfully submitted this~day of September, 1983. 
::OK~MBALL & PARR 
Dale A. Kimball, Esq. 
Stephen J. Hull, Esq. 
Attorneys for The Clovis National 
Bank and The Citizens Bank of 
Clovis 
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ACl.!!.MEKT 
ms ~. l'•da Cid e1aund into Chia Utll clay 
of April, 19.57, br uad beC10HD u:t I. l:t:~ of Clovia, 
Rev Ha:oic:o, IE.% A!tJJl&.M, of ClO\"ia, 5ev ltu:i=o, uad 
Pllil.I1 '· ~of ttiab, Dtah (1&id !A~viC:-ls c:ma-
t1-e c:ollec:d.vel7 l>ei.D; benin&!:n nfern~ to &a "Sdlen~), 
and l:Dl.·K:::EE on. IJIDurnli:s, DIC. , • Del.& •:-w c:o:;oa cioio 
Cbeni.Dafter aomittima kiA& nfarnd to u ~rr-K:Gu"), 
and MDCUT.t DU.'fttlM Al'ID on. CC!aAKY, a !Cev Maxico c:orpora-
d.Oll (henin&fter •-tia• nfarnd to u '°Y•RUZT), cd 
ll:a~M:Cee cd Kueu:y 1oir.d,;a1 joi=tl7 l>ei:i& nfern:i ~ 
as ~:r-n". 
~ 1 T ~ t S S E T H: 
=!.;bt.. :.!:le == 1.-i;erest (c~:e;:-: cs bcn~:e:- &ct !~r:!l) 
in ;:Mi to :l101e cer:U:i ~~; cl.&1.--1 !.cicn:i!:ie~ a:::. ~~t::-!b• 
ed u follows, to-wit: 
Velnt C"-Um l-;4, ~c:l~iw 
toy&l nusb C:.Ai:.1 1, 2, 3 Gd 4 
(a po-r.:ion of tba l&.~ ~•:-wd 
by Velvet Cld:s 1, 2, 3, 21, 22 
and 23, at1d loyd nu.ab Cld:a 
1, 2, 3 and 4 u not ov:aed bJ' 
S.llan u th• rnult of • 
bo.m:iary l!.ne HttiU.llt). 
1aid c:ai=a c.,,. .. =i:\; le~• :!=r;e:I ~ Sect!= 3 Viti 
s.c:~ 4, :cn.asll!p 31 ~1.:tb, 4:;e 2.S t.:at, c:iC. 
Sec,:~:-. 3'. :c,.~~:.i;i 30 !~~. i.=...~t 15 tas;, :.U: 
Wk• l!l.r!~. ££.., J~., Co.city, t:~, c:=;>r..1::.:• 
&ttrc~:•l>· t:..o ~ere:, ccrc :iir laaa; 
~:-.:: t-lle:-: Rl':-csc~: Cllt 1i:.!Q clL!.::a CO\"Cr tt;e i:::.:c.::-•l~ ~=-
·-----··------APPENDIX 1 
·-" ~ 
C.L~ vit..~CUt li=i~ ta &•nerality Di U>8 fo=w,c!,:,~, 
"Yr&r.:1:1m, van&dil.D, ~rt1111, ~an•&•, cd ci:m r 11111:.="'...:h 
a.a»e!.ated t!iercvit!l a:id all f!.::~1.o:iaU• -"t8r'..al1 i..n, :: L 
'ml.i!•r acid land•; and 
VHtllU.S, Sellen an dui~ of Hlli:L; to k;·c:, t:: 
tbe!: •aid imdivided riiJit, title and 1.aUrHC !:. .,..~ :~It 
cl&!:s a:1l! lklyan are villi:; to ;nachua Cbe ._ ru:;": 
ca u.a ta nae , candi Ucn.a, end pruvu ions ban ta cont.tkt;, 
ROI.', ~l.EFCKt, b caa114cutian of cba pre:!.Ju c~c 
th• =r-..i.al praciiH• benta c01:1C&!.ncd, it b =:i:.&lly t:;:u: 
•• follows, to-wit: _, 
1. Sellen •sne ca t=i&h, witlln Ci::y (30) dai1 
frca cbe data hereof, ta ~n, or to luya:-a' atta~1;1 
daai.rcated 1n writ.inc ta S.llan, c:i Aloi tract o! Title ~ ~. 
&bow ducril>ed lllin!n& cld.ma mnd a Ceni!~ta dW.y ac;;,,,., 
l•d&aci by a qualified pcr::r.i that c:E""U&ti.on of the F•=:~1 
reccrd.s in ~~· o!!!.ce of ~~ t:':.!t1~ !":.-.:•• tana-.: c! l.c.:: 
M&na;e:::..:::, S.lt i..ke C!.:y, t,;~, n:J.ec:. ~: :Zc ~.::..:..1 
covered by said :.ini.Jli cl~ t.'lrc e>;>ei:i cci ci:u!r~ c::::-;: !:: 
th• &!>eve mentioMd lli:lar&la at cba time of cbe loc:.tio:i c: 
add c:.aw; said J.b5:racc end Carci!!.e&u s~l be cc:::::::1 
c.a a ncanc "ta ne>t auliar ~ >'march 6, 1957, &."l~ sell: 
ahcn aoad poawnary title 1:1 cd ta said clc!:I to ta vtiu 
b cha Sellen aa q&imt every pe~o:i C=nc! en~ty) c;cep: 
tha !l'llitad S::.&tal of "-rica e11d u e>tlle::"l."i&O Ht !o::h 1:1' 
tipcm :-aca!.;>t of 1uc!:I .U:succt 11::ci Ccr:i!icct• !:= 
Sellen, !uyar1 1bdl b.ava th!...-cy (JO) cbrs t.."icn~== ~-. · 
ea &cce~t or reject title u a!:rc1&ic!, i:.:1:1 to n~t~!'; the 
S•llc:rs, ~ ~i:i:li;, a! c:r ti:le c;e!oc:c o:: =cc;::.:!='·:•: 
be z:.aC.. er comc~!.ve tt-:riit to toe ~·. t~llc:-t t:-.1.:l ~ .. r 
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!i 
baw th1rq (30) '-:r• 1:1 "~'~!. 'C.O cor;act H cu.-. u.~:! :!.:le 
cla!acu or n~u,-·p:-oviC:.C., ~z'.· s&iC: t!.t!e ~~ftc:£ 
~t 1»e e-=ad vitl:!.n ac.ic! tb!~ (!O) day per..oc., ..-.~ ~"\ tlia 
opf.ziioD o! lu19n' Attorneys a C\'.:i•t title action sh::~.: i.. 
Wtimted ~r the pu:;>DH of Cl.lrlzL; a&ic! dafac::&, tl:.c..: 
S.Zllan ab&ll bav. fiv. (.5) =:i:.hs frcm th• ~ of s::!.:! :.!l!.ny 
(30) day per'-Oel ill vh1c:h to ql&ia t t1 tla to soi.:h c:l~ . In 
the avmit Sellars •ball ~ ll:llAl:le to cenciar luyen •o:>:! ;:oucs-
aory title, u afon..U, to sa!4 ~;claim, or to met 
the n~u u beniD&bove provUad vitbi.11 Mio tb~cy 
(30) U)' period and 1..U fbe (.5) m:nicbs period, Chia ~ree:or.lt, 
at .. yen' elact1011, aball 'bee:- iwll Cid void. 
z. In cha event, bowver, Sellers cb.:.ll ~l!~·e:· to 
.. yan &ood po11u1ory title u a:;&.1.:;at every peracr.. (end 
a11:icy) azi:ept th• Ile!.~~ Sutec :of ."..;e:-icc ~:iC. cs c~c:i.-'..se 
Ht forth ben!ll u c!on;::~. or r:.:i..ic. S.al:er be "-"-4~1' t= 
do 10 and 1 .. :-cra alee:: to ~~ve :~b :i;le ~tfac:s or :-c~c!.:-e­
t:an~ &-"\cl u:ce~t Sellen' title, tbe:i ._"\C. !.r. ''"";, CYe~.:, i;:>.:i:i 
vritte11 11otice of 1w:b accept&.-.c:e, or w.ivtr, Seller: £~ll 
prep&n, uecute ~ Oal!var a c.!.."'1!:' ~aeC !.., ~~it cl~!.: !:= 
c=vey1:1& tba above da1crib1d ~ c~ &."Id &ll=! Sellers' 
rt;bt, ciw cd 1.lltenlt tbarei:i u:u:o tuyer& suJ)ject :.:i tbu 
qn-t; 1w:!I Deed 1ball cont&!A & r,>ac:l.41 l."::=t.l' cf ':itlc 
l.11 the followin& fom: 
"T'n• Crcton. !er :.'"ic.sel,-.1, :~!.:: lo~al re;:-:ctc~:.:­
ti"•• tucc.aators o= &ss!...-it, :-c?nsc:it =.:ct :!".~:: =~·:a 
not e~c=~~n:i: or 'li&~..&t•w L.,Y o! U.e ebeve ;:::-:~~=:;· • 
~~ er:..~tora 'o he:-t~/ "~rr;~; tl:c:ir :~:11 to '~-~ 
pnpert7 u t.t'~1t,. b~t o~ly c;.i~'"l£:, 1.:-.y pc::;c:\c:;.;c:, 
pcno:is l&"-!'"lll' cl::~:i::: ::J1c v::oll ,.cr c.y F~- • o. • 
prc:?ar~ thr:u;!:> er u:ic.er ;::-;.:i :on. 
l. i;~ Ocl!.·:c:j" of s;;;h ~"':ro:::'\: o: ~ .. ,':~!l~ .:.~ 
,cct;H . .c~c.c ~~C:'tC! t;· I~7C:'S I t~~""C:I s!;.a:.l ~=Y s"::.c=~ c:.i 
~.t!:-e~ i!.!ty ~c1:~L:":~ t:ll:.r!: (::~5:,c::;.0:)) i!1 Lee:=~:--:: 
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(a) i!!-:y 7bous&--.~ Ool'-a=: (!50,0~J.0~) c.u.t 
pa!J; by a:. :-r·!ti:Ge•. 
(b) r1!:,- Tbouu.~d Doll.an ($50,000.0~) ~h 
pai.d by Herc-..ry. 
(c) :>.livery by Harcury o! 50,000 c=~ &hL:o: ,. 
cc;ii!;.Al 1toclr. of Hl!rc-~-y C=a."\i= c:>:i O~l :::: '.. 
to Sellen, o: to S..l~.:·a' napecuve r.:r-..:.:,~­
U ay. . 
4. llocwitb1!;.An.:1.nc aayth~ to th• contrary ber 1 ~, 
coat&i:la~. 1t ia =d•ratood and &&T•ed (cd Sellus 1e '" 
~t Sellar• N.id rlpt, d.:l.e ane i.ctarut 1.n an.i to '"' 
claims, 1a subject. to tha folll1\."ill;, co-wit: 
(a) lo"J'alcy of Tea iar C.at (lOl) of tbe i:':IU "" 
fr= all. oru mi:>ed~ produced and 1old, incl~&,,· 
part of •a.id cron receipt& all pn:!.=a &."\d !>"""'" 
pa.1.4 to !1:ywr1 by tbe .l~ E:i•r.Y Com:iuicr.i or '" 
;over:=ent aut.llori&ad purc!l&nr, l.en all all-1 
tar baiU.qe and developamit. 
(b) ~ rl;ht or Uiu:o.1t owed by Yi:.cca Kbing "' 
Petrcle:= Co. Inc., • Cclora~ corporation, of ~''i' 
~, liev Mazico. 
(c) Sc::. rt:;l:t or 1ntari:1t o•-:1Cd ~Y Ora:lic !".!..:!.~ 
C=;la::y, a Coloraco Cor;:o=.:~~ o! C=a:u! J~c::.o~. 
Colo=•do, in c~e c! ~l:er Lr~=a•=· 
(d) It !1 U."\de::-s ::):)t! L."\C: e:no~ t~.a t u.!:: !:n•:ei:: 
Y .... :ca L.,d ::a s-...::..:! !-'"'lt.c:ctt cf :.::-:.:~c :~..;ll ~. ~:y.~;.1 
o;ily out oi Sel:.ers' :'le: il=~=~:s ~=:.e:est b::-c:.:t!:t: 
sat !orth 1..-. Fara;;:aph 6 t.o~cn: c:><i ~:.:)·er&' :_..~e:u: 
50 i.ei:-.:i'!"'Cd hc:-e".J~Cer r~•ll !.:i ~.i:) ~~!· te c..;.;~e:: :: 
said 1."\t&rests or 't;.icca e:-• .: 1.:ra:'i!.C, a:iC: Sdlc~& b1:1:· 
as:-ce to bold B:.zyera har:less fra::i ao.~ !.."\;;e::.i!y 
&u;ers vitb r••r•Ct tbareco. 
5. It ii unC:erstood and ei;rcec:; :lat i.11 t!lm evunt o! 
tba ccr.'l1u:::mation of en. &ale and ;>urcbue of uiC: c~ 
ill acc~c• vi::h thil A;nemmnt, ~uyars a;n• to e::;~m 
ni.d clai=I vie na1ona~le d1l!.sco.ca, acd ill t!>• cveot cl 
tb• c:.11cowry of co=erc!.al ore, to proceed :.:> .:.C!!:i• ~: 
~ cievelop tb• on bod7 in0:1ce:a~ t!>t~by, ~C: i:. t!:e .-.i:. 
ce •- 1hall be a c=rciti o:-e ~oC:y ill 11-_;e:s' o;~-:.:·· 
su~fic!.ent :o na:se-:u.bly ~us:i~· ~~e cl':":!.r.; :.te:=•:);, t~ 
~ a1:ilt at a lo:.::i:r.1 o! ;.:.:;-er:' cb::):i:I; a 1~: ~ • 
l r 
i'• 
i! 
j! 
f! 
1: 
I' .. 
cl•!'~" co -'=-• 1~ on t.odr, 1.lldut!..:.;; ~· Mcut~-;· •< . ..!.;=ant 
to ci.:Ut sr-.4 •~P •aU 1l:a!:, ul at Cha co.: o! ::.c ti.;·~==. 
Fr= Gd &fur c.lla =u 9b9:l t!:a Wc41 a~: w/er ~. 
el:.&11 b&va ller.i ~ad br Z:.:~n to prcr."!U 1 ~~4~.:.l~t:· 
for ~ and procluc~ :5 ~ or mon of on pu W:y, &ll 
other co1u Gd L'"i'CIH 1.llcurnd for th• a:plora:!.o=., 1..:~U::;;, 
davelo.,:x:ie L'ld =!.IW:; of 1&!.li i:!."1i:it cl&iu a!:all l:a ct.r:;e:i 
qal.nat cbe procHcla clarived !nm proC:.i.ce!oa frm Hid c:~!.:s 
8114 shall be taken into ec=e in cleu=i:lia; a.et ;>rofi:s 
than&ma. le 1a aleo &Efted that auy.n 1b&ll be •~t!.tle;.i co 
a 111111 eqll&l to C&A per cane (10:) of all upe..'\dit-.:.ru =a:.: or 
bc11rnd &fur aaid data of capebility for =in1:I; i.r. comiec• 
t1on vith th• miAh& and o;oera~ of ebe aaid mi::li..."' cl&i.::a !.:1 
liw of a:i ovarbHd charp . 
6. &!:.er Z..yers ,i..ll bava raceivad 01.lt of ~c :ict ;:.:o• 
fi:a free all on• :i.~ed, pro::::.i.ced c:ui sold !:-== :~::.~ c~~~. 
a su::: ~-::icli .~~l be ''~l ~o ic:-:; o! $lS~.:;o.uc c-.~ ~s:. o! 
ell cos:J: L~:i u:pc=.£1u i.r.:· .... -rr.:i !-i• t.zy•n i:I ccn.:~c::ior. --~:;: 
the a::plora::io=, drilli.Di; ~d .dvcl~:it o: sdli cl.a!.:s ~c.:;: 
tha s~ cd coasen.c::io:i of 1&ili i.~:W si:&ft '-:Id re· 
~ia1c.::>a"1e to ?°.l)"lrl fer ell c::isca c:ici e::;.c~.us c! cc;.-::.;:;:::...,; 
&r1d c!evelopi:I; said ~ cftu ca:;>l1tion of said 1.-J.:i.&l 
aha!: and priin co aaid taca vbe:i th• c1p1bil!.ty for ;.rJ.:i; 
--;-::S--;rcduci!I; 25 cou of on par clay a!::ul b&va b1~ u~o:i.::.£:.:•• 
~.:, aa afon1a1d, aian ~n and Sellen 1~.all al>an th• oat 
profit.a fro:i all on1 ci:'.ec!, pro~:<d L-.d solci !re:: s~C: 
clc!ra after r11.cbur1~:it to i~;cri of all costs •~~ <~re~~': 
of u;loraci=, c!rillt:;, ~vclo;:i::::it, i:!.n!:i;, opcrt:::.="· .:.:.: 
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and ovcrbe&d of 1&1.ll clai:u, u follow, to:orit: 
Sellen ror-:y (40) per.cet 
Ean•H:Qee ~~ (!O) per ccit 
Ka=my lbir:y (JO) per ce:it 
7. It u cantai;ila::ed :h&c i:arr--11:CN will l:.avt 1 <.:. 
n all oresminacl, proc!=ed, aavoci anc! aolc! tram aa~d <l.t!:.i 
ror all 9\ll:b ore vith r.,pect ~ vhicb lCu':'•li:Cee ~n~.,1 
1ta aaid call, 1t u understood .c:! £.;rted th&c pric:- co 
~ 31, 1962, lan·Hc~• aball pay for cha i:rmi-.::: co~:.:: 
cancaiAed ill all .. rkawla ore c:bad, uved a:id ~·~ ~ 
aaid cl.&im IDd purchaHd by tan-McCee .r;iA/or proceutd bi 
Ea rr-HcGee throu;b 1ta mill 1 t Ship rock, Nev 1'1a%1.co, tho p; 
.. r..'bl.Ubed for ura:iium c~t of a:ien&bla ore of like ;m 
cid kind in th• A.E.C. Do:Mstic Ora:iii= P:'oi;rz=, CirclJ.u l 
effective Marcb 31, lS!l, II :icn.- :-c:·:iud a:ic u Ult 'ce" 
allova:>ces ani:i l:ir.>la;e Ql::.1:\.-r:ieu dlC'\.>aC: l:=rr·!:..:'..'o~ !'; ::: 
A~ E:;-.ar;y C=!ssioc. less :be u::.:.cl. co~i; cf c=~~:(c::::, 
1...c.h ores to terr•l'.cGe1'1 c!ll ac ~~procl<, :;.,, ::..:=:eo, or 
other point of aa.11; and chat sul:>ae~nt to l".arcb 31, l~l: : 
1A the l'Vent there u :i.o aucb ;:rice est.a:blbho.: ~, •i.1 1.::-..: 
Enari7 ~•ion for s~ ores 1A its na:iestic Or&.ii= ?riF 
Che price payable by larr--M:l:e• for the u.rL"'li= co::.cenc oi 
1ai4 ore 1b&l.l be e~l to tbe averac• pries be.in• riid by 
tarr•lt::Cee for tbe u.r11:1ii= contant of 1&!d ora1 o! l!.l;e ;::; 
c;uality a:i4 -~b1l1~ t:) c:il::. proccn dalive:-a~ co ,~;, ' 
Y..cC:.• =ill by other cup;>l!era o! o:e c!ieut:i, p=o,~e::, 
at 110 t!=e 1l:all :be F::-ic:e !or =1= contc:ic ':.e le~r t::: 
ave~• prtee ;ei.."'li p&i~ for like o::-u ;:' o:.Ce:- r~u~ ;:. 
I. 
~ 
el..dm. It 1a 1111dentood __ s:i.i ~nee: a&t ~ tlla C\'L".: ~ c~; 
ah&ll '*'1:.&i:!. nlv.al:le 1:1.,.r&l1 oU.r tb:D a:ci::i !::- ~!.c!:: 
c \=a fide p-.:nh&Hr, ocher th&::. :.rr-KcGH, s~l l:.e :.: r. 
poai:i= :o pu:chasa f:ir a =1:11=.=i per'..od of 1!:: (E) =~ 
t!te a:i:!n •ni:a:ed r.o=cc.on of r.ea pro!llCC:! != =~ 
el.a1=a ~ 1a raaty, v!lll::; en:! ule :o do 10 c:: cc ;i:;· 
- t!ia:-efor t!lc tarr-ll:C.. 1a Cl.li:; 1:0 ;ia:i-. ~= i:&:-r-
~ 1ball nl1U• die pre for a&la co~ o:hc:- ~!.>,uar 
ms:U a=h =.- u rarr-M=Gu 1.: ~ :o pq ~ ;:r'"" 
'bd:I& pa14 b1 suds other~ or the th11:1 ~beat r.'-=e 
tin Uka oru beb& p&!.d 1:1 t!ia an& by ~H:'I oi::.c:- ;hat1 
aa1d ocher ,,_-=a.er. 
&. Upon the dal.ivc=;i t:r !:ell•=- of u!.<: i."":1::-==-•~= c:m-
VIJ"..:i& r.ai.d ri;bt, ti:le cd i:ltc=8c: i:o 1Uj"11::-: a:ic >z:;::c::.t 
bJ luyen of add a= ~r.C. !.sc~:lcc ~ C:eUva::y a! le!.' 
F&r--ioa ba.-au. a;nc to c::.c:uta c ';nu=i:.n: \.~::. •'C?"C~ 
:o ~yen opa:-atio:a Ot1 1uC. c' ·•-s, '-"""...!.ch 1~:-c=t :~ .• :: 
be !ZI :l>a fo= af u4 cmt.UA Ce prodsi=a u: fa:-~ i."I ~· 
A•:-t:e::ie,,t c:::.cbed bara:o u '~b!: I." ~ ::.:.'"= c ;:c=: 
boraaf for all purpoea1. 
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